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I say "An idea comes to me." WflerVaTd
from? It must have had origin of character like unto it
Ideas are not visible to the eye, they are not heard by the
ear, nor felt, nor tasted, yet we talk about them as having
existence. W e recognize that they live, move, and have
being in a realm which we term the mind.
This realm of mind is accepted by everybody as in
some way connected with the things that appear, but because it is not describable in terms of length, breadth and
thickness, it is usually passed over as something too vague
for consideration.
But those who take up the study of this plane of causation called mind, find that it can be analyzed and its laws
and modes of operation understood.
To be ignorant of mind and its laws is to be. a child
playing with fire, or a man manipulating powerfa!/crteniicfc!i
without knowing their relation one to another. Thir is tn<c
universally, and all who are not learning about mind are m
like danger, because all are dealing with this one great cfitjse;
from which comes forth all the conditions that apptfar ia
o u r lives and the lives of all men and women. Mind is the
one reservoir from which we draw all that which we make
u p into our world, and it is through its laws that we form
o u r souls. Hence nothing is so important ai a knowledge
of mind, its inherencies and the mode of their expression.
The idea that mind cannot be understood is fallacious.
M a n is the expression of mind, dwells in mind, and may
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know more clearly and definitely about mind than about the
things that appear in the phenomenal world.
It is only from the plane of mind that one can know
truth in an absolute sense. That which we pronounce truth
from the plane of appearance is relative only. The relative truth is constantly changing, but the absolute Truth
endures; and what is true to-day always was and always
will be true.
It does not require scholastic culture to study mind.
People who do not even know how to read or write may be
very adept in the realm of Pure Mind. It does not follow
that he who talks most fluently about Mind knows the most.
He may theoretically perceive the underlying principles without realizing their working factors in his own being.
Mind is not language; mind is not formulation. These
are outgrowths of mind; they are man's way of communicating to his fellow man his concepts of mind. Thus very
simple people, from the world's standpoint, frequently know
a great deal about Mind and its operation which they have
been unable to express in language.
Women as a rule know more about Pure Mind on its
own plane than men, because they trust that inner faculty
of pure knowing called intuition more fully than men. The
medically wise of the world to-day cannot comprehend how
a quiet little woman who knows nothing about physiology
(jr;.medjt»VOn can sit down beside their dying patients and
bring them-'back to health without apparently doing any;• thing-.'f And they never will know until they delve behind
'that* knowledge of externality and leam mind to mind the
. yprkfcigi of Spirit
Some people confound that realm of formulated knowledge about things, termed intellect, with Pure Knowing.
Intellect and its plane of appreciations are as far removed
from Pure Mind and its ideas as is the realm of matter
from that of Spirit.
The same essences of being enter into both, but wisdom is sadly deficient in the intellectual realm. It has formulated its conclusions from the sense side of existence, in-
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stead of from the soul side, and they are as divergent as
night from day.
No one can know about the potentialities of Mind
and how they are made manifest, except from a study of
Mind itself, without any reference whatever to things or
their relations.
One may logically deduce a system of Being from
abstract intellect reasoning, but it will lack the living fire
that accompanies Pure Mind.
Those who study Mind know the same things; and
though they be dumb, they enjoy the communion that ever
goes on in thought No one should for a moment imagine
that because he or she lacks the technical education of the
world that they are therefore not fitted to study the science
of Mind. No matter how ignorant you may be of the
world's ways, or God's ways, if you will give your mind to
the attention of the One Mind, you shall in due season become wise. This great law of mind and mind recognizing
each other and flowing together in unbroken wisdom has
been known in all ages and among all peoples. The Scribes
and Pharisees who knew the life and lack of scholastic advantages of Jesus the carpenter's son exclaimed in amazement. "How knoweth this man letters, having never
learned?"
Mind is the great storehouse of God from which man
draws all his supplies. If you manifest life, you are confident that it had a source. If you show forth intelligence
you know that somewhere in the economy of Being there is
a fount of intelligence. So you may go over all that goes
to make up your being and you will find that its factors rest
upon and draw their sustenance from an invisible, and to
your present understanding, incomprehensible source.
That source we term Mind, because it is in that relation to your comprehension which that term best locates it.
Names are arbitrary, and we should not stop in their limited
territory to note the differences which may arise over their
technical use. W e want to get at the tubtlance which they
mention.
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Thus we say this invisible plane of cause is Mind
because it is of like character with that movement within
our consciousness which we call our minds. Mind is many
fold in its manifestations. It constitutes all that appears.
Not that the character of all that appears is to be laid to
the volition of Mind—no, but that there enters into everything that appears some of the factors of Mind. This is
why it is so important to know about Mind, and how its
potentialities are made manifest by man.
We find that there are a few fundamental principles
underlying all manifestation, and through their various combinations the universe is made up.
The first is Life.
The second is Love.
The third is Substance.
The fourth is Intelligence.
On this planet we have the most external symbols of
these qualities of mind. The earth represents that inner
substance which may be known only by the mind, because
it has its origin on that plane. All manifest action termed
the living, is the external representation of that inner energy
termed life.
Love is shadowed forth in the pure affection of the
soul.
Intelligence; is made apparent in the use to which man
puts all the other qualities. If he uses them sparingly, he
lacks life and intelligence. If he uses them freely, but ignorantly, the effects are disastrous. So we know that that
which we term Mind is the reservoir of the universe and man,
and that in it* is stored up all that we may desire. So it
behooves us to study this Great Reservoir and learn its laws.
W e call it Mind because through our study it has
dbdosed to us a quality which is not apprehended by those
who study it in its abstract or phenomenal aspect. The
physical scientist tells us that there is a universal energy
from which all motion, light, heat, color, etc, has its origin;
that this energy does not partake of the limitations of any
of the many effects of which it is the cause, but is supreme
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over them all. This universal source of the phenomenal
world they have called the Universal Ether.
W e claim that what they have discovered is the Power
side of God, and that there is another factor which they
have not discovered, but which is associated with the Universal Energy. That factor is intelligence. They admit
that there is evidence of design in the varied and beautiful
manifestation of this Universal Ether, but they are at loss
how to make the acquaintance of this Intelligent One. To
know this mover upon the substance and energy of the universe is what our system of mind development teaches. It
instructs you how to acquaint yourself with the knowing
quality of Mind and through that to move upon the substance and life of the universe and bring them into harmonious relations in your body and affairs. This is something
the most learned physical science teacher has not attempted,
and a field of discovery which he has not yet launched forth
upon. In fact but few of the materialistic school have ever
caught the first ray of this light They have, 'tis true,
longed to know more about the wisdom of the Creator, but
it does not seem to have dawned upon them that the wisdom
of God is just as much present everywhere as the force and
substance. They have tested by all the methods known to
their science, the many elements of the formed and formless
earth and air, and noted the methodical and orderly workings of each under certain conditions. These they have
called molecular attraction, repulsion, polarity, etc. Some
have said that every atom of matter is apparently intelligent;
but as these atoms do not speak their particular language,
they have taken for granted that they could not hold converse with them on the plane of intelligence.
This is where we have set up a study that makes a
living center of intelligence, as well as life and substance, of
every atom of the universe.
W e claim that man may ask on its plane of comprehension the secret which the molecule or the mountain holds
and it will reveal itself to him. This is the communication
of Mind unto mind; hence we call one of the universal uny Google
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deriving causes of existence Mind, and study it from that
basis.
God is Mind, and man made in the "image and likeness" of God is Mind, because there is but one Mind, and
that the mind of God. The sense consciousness thinks it
has a mind of its own and that it creates thought from its
own inherent substance. This is a suppositional mind that
passes away when the One and Only real Mind is revealed.
This one and only Mind of God which we study is the only
creator. It is that which originates all that is permanent;
hence it is the source of all reality. Its creations are of a
character hard for the sense man to comprehend, because
his consciousness is cast in a plane of dimension and time.
These are changeable and transient, while the creations of
the One Mind are substantial and lasting. But it is man's
privilege to understand the creations of the One Mind, for it
is through them that he makes his world. The creations
of the One Mind are ideas. The ideas of God are potential energies waiting to be set in motion through proper
formative vehicles. The thinking faculty in man is such
vehicle, and it is through this that the visible universe has
existence. Man does not create anything, if by this term
is meant the producing of something from nothing; but he
does make the formless up into form; or rather it is through
his conscious co-operation that the One Mind forms its universe. Hence, the importance of man's milling co-operation
with God in every thought, because unless he is very wise in
his thinking, he may be sending forth mal-formations that
will cause both himself and the universe trouble.
Thinking is a process in Mind by and through which
the abstract is made concrete. It is the process of working
up into things those ideals in the One Mind which are not
things. God does not see things nor conditions as man sees
them, except through the thinking faculty in man, which
man stands for in the Godhead.
The ideas of Divine Mind are whole and complete in
their capacity to unfold perpetually greater and more beautiful forms according to the thinking capacity in man. Man
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catches mental sight of an idea in Divine Mind and proceeds to put it in terms comprehensible to his plane of consciousness. All ideas have their origin as clues in the Divine Mind, but their character as unfolded by man depend*
entirely upon his acquaintance with God. The idea of a
home as formulated by man varies all the way from a wigwam to the most magnificent temple. The original idea of
a house, as it exists in God's mind, cannot be anything less
than the perfected consciousness of man, of which his body
is a symbol. This is the temple built without sound of hammer, and it is the only temple acceptable to God.
No man can acceptably serve God or do his will until
he understands the fundamental principles of thinking and
how thoughts are made manifest as forms or states of consciousness. This is revealed by the Father to every one who
seeks to know his law and to follow it When man has
thus sought the Father with eye single to his guidance, he
begins to knots that certain relations exist between him and
the Father, and that only through observance of those relations can he come into harmony with God and do his will.
The idea of man separated in consciousness from Divine Mind is that he was arbitrarily created by God, who
could, or could not, have created him, and that not being responsible for his existence, he has a perfect right to be rebellious and petulant if hardships come into his life. This is a
childish view of the great plan of creation, in which man is
such an important factor. It is only when man becomes
meek and lowly—an obedient receptacle for the spirit of
God, that he sees the Divine scheme of creation and his place
in it Then he becomes a willing co-operator, because his
understanding accepts the law as it is and knows that it
cannot be changed by either God or man. They are so
intimately linked together that the harmony of existence depends upon a mutual understanding. When this is established by man's willing obedience, and acceptance of his
part of the work, a new order of things is set up, and a new
creation inaugurated. The first step in this new order is the
realization by man that he is sent into the world to do a
Digitized by V j O O S l C
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specific work. As Jesus said at the age of twelve, "Wist
ye not that I must be about my Father's work?" and in his
last prayer are these words, "I have finished the work
which thou gavest me to do."
The Father has sent each one of us out to do a certain
work. Are we doing that work? Have we asked what
it is? Or are we aimlessly wandering about the earth trying to find satisfaction in the fleeting things of sense?
"Ye shall know the Truth and the Truth shall make
you free."
That Truth is the relation of man to God, and how
creation is carried forward. That relation is, in one sense,
as Father and child; in another it is creator, creative instrument, and creation manifest. Man stands as the instrument
of God through which His potentialities are brought into
visibility. As such instrument he stands in a measure a
dictator as to how it shall be done. That is, he has discretionary power, or free will. Freedom of will is illusionary, however, because if man wills to carry on creation
in defiance of the Divine Plan and order, his creations in due
time fall into chaos through lack of coherency. God fixes
the plan of the structure and gives into the -hands of man all
the materials for building. Man may also know the plan
and build under its instructions, or he may go ahead without consulting the plan. Humanity has built age after age
only to find that its structures do not endure. They are
faulty because the Divine Plan has not been consulted by
the builder.
Mind is the storehouse of ideas. Man draws all his
ideas from this omnipresent storehouse. The ideas of God,
heaven, hell, devils, angels, and all things have their clue
in Mind. But their form in the consciousness depends entirely upon the plane from which man draws his mental
images. If he gets the clue of the character of God and
then proceeds to clothe that clue-idea with images from without, he makes God a mortal. If he looks within for the
clothing of his clue-idea he knovs God to be the Omnipresent
Spirit of existence.
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If man gets the due-idea of heaven and hell and devils
and angels, and looks without for clothing for his idea, he
makes a location in the skies and calls it heaven, and another
under the earth and calls it hell. But if he goes to the
Father for information he finds both heaven and hell within
his own consciousness, and both the result of his own creative
thought.
S o it is of the utmost importance that we know how
we have brought about this state of existence which we call
life; and we should be swift to conform to that only way
to bring hannony and success into our lives, which is thinking
in hannony with the undentanding derived from communion
with the Father.
"If I knew you and you knew me—
If both of us could plainly see.
And with an inner sight divine
The meaning of your heart and mine—
I'm sure that we would differ less,
And clasp our hands in friendliness;
Our thoughts would pleasantly agree,
If I knew you and you knew me."
—Waterman.
Humanity's greatest hindrance is the outgrown possession—outgrown and retained. The outgrown tool, the
outgrown toy, the outgrown book, the outgrown friend, the
outgrown promise, the outgrown purpose, the outgrown
ideal, the outgrown love, the outgrown God! Growth in
men no less than in plants involves the death of the old
with the life of the new. What should we say of the tree
that in spring wept away the sap, which is its vernal essence,
over the moldering leaves still lingering at its base with their
wintry reminiscence? Yet we of human evolvement scarce
d o better in piling about ourselves an array of useless possessions already ghastly with the death-blight; things whose
acquiring may have been helpful but whose tending is distinctly harmful.—Edward E. Purinton.
Digitized by V j O O S l C
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A LETTER TO HIS UNCLE
[Eiilor'i Note—The letter following is part of a correspondence
between a young man and his uncle. The uncle u an orthodox Christian and the nephew a Truth student. The nephew had written about
his new religion to his uncle, and sent him some Truth literature.
The result was a letter from him full of concern over what he termed
the "fanciful if not irregular and irrational teaching of the new cult."
He advised his nephew to take a course of theological study at a
certain college, instead of following after the vagaries of New
Thought. The reader will see that the nephew makes clear and
effective his reasons for continuing in the way he is going.]

My Dear Uncle:
Your good letter has been received, and I always appreciate hearing from you and enjoy the spirit in which you
write. I read with keen interest your criticism and objections
to the teachings in UNITY. You certainly do "pour it on
'em," as the boys say. However, as this subject is very
dear to me, and as I am preparing to make it my life's work,
I shall take up in the spirit of love and good fellowship
some of your objections. Not with the intention of trying to
convince you in any way of the beauty and practicability
of this "Higher Thought," but that you may know what it
has done for me and with what soberness and care I have
sought the kingdom of heaven, and found it
About ten years ago, after leading a most useless and
ignorant life, I became much distressed in mind and body.
In fact I became so ill that I was confined for many weeks in
the Plaza Hotel. I remember looking out of the window
and wondering if I would ever be able to walk again like the
people passing by. The doctors told my friends I was. in a
bad way. One day a friend left a book; the title was "In
Tune with the Infinite." It was one of a series called the
"Life Books," by Ralph Waldo Trine. The title did not
appeal to me, but I have always been fond of reading
Emerson, and as the Ralph Waldo kept staring me in the
face, one day I picked it up, and the very first words were
these: "Within yourself lies the cause of everything that
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comes into your life." A little further on there was something like this: "To know, to become conscious in every
atom of the body of the Truth that God is Omnipresent
Life and Health, and that you and God are One, is to come
into the full realizabon of perfect health and peace." This
sounded mighty good to me, but how was I going to get this
consciousness. I had been taught that it was God's will
that we should become sick and die. A little later on in
the book it gave full directions how to meditate (pray) in
order to feel the Omnipresence of Life and Health. So in
my extremity I decided to give it a try and follow the directions to the letter.
That I may not bore you with further details, I will
say that I have never needed a doctor from that day to this,
and never shalL
This was only the beginning of a new life for me, but
this it was that gave me faith to look into this subject of
Mind and its action more thoroughly, and I know, to-day,
that the "kingdom" is within man, and all power is given
unto him if he knows intelligently how to commune with the
Infinite Life Principle, and say, "I thank thee. Father, that
thou hast heard me." I read and studied everything in the
line of metaphysics that I could get my hands on, and it led
me to perceive that Jesus Christ knew the law of eternal life,
and that he did everything in his power to show us the way
to live, that we might have "life more abundant" right here
and now. At that time I only perceived this. To-day I
know the Law; and to live accordingly is my greatest desire.
Now for the answers to your objections. In the first
place, the so-called "Higher Thought," "New Religion,"
"Mental Science," etc, which are spreading so rapidly
throughout the land, all come under the head of "New
Thought," but there is nothing new about any of it, its
distinguishing feature being its antiquity; but it is a new way
of looking at old truths. It is the rediscovery of the law
which Jesus of Nazareth used in healing the afflicted and
the heavy ladened. It is the science which, when understood, enables one to carry out the injunction "Go preach the
Digitized by V j O O S l C
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gospel, heal the sick and raise the dead." All those who
are to-day well founded in this greatest and most blessed
science, and who are living the life, are doing the "works,"
exactly as was commanded, and the lovely results are to be
seen on every hand by those who are interested in this kind
of work. Preaching the gospel is the paramount thing, for
no man can have permanent health without knowing the Law.
In the study of metaphysics or the laws of mind and
its action, the word "Being" is used more than any other,
for it is the very basis of the science; just as the word
"atom" in the science of chemistry, or the word "potential" in the study of electricity are dwelt upon. It is absolutely necessary that the student must have more or less
of an idea of what it stands for in order to get a right concept of the subject In the sentences to which you call attention, it is used instead of the word God. God, Being,
Mind, all mean the same thing to the metaphysician. But
the word God gives the idea, to the average mind, of something away off, of something separate from himself. Man
has for so many ages considered himself created by a something that could do with him whatever it liked that he has
become a mere football of circumstances. This present
consciousness of separateness in the mind of the race is the
cause of all inhannony, even death. God and man are
one, and it is this thought that, when fully realized, sets
man free from all suffering, and a new life opens to him.
This cannot be described; it can only be likened unto this
or that. Only those who have come into the full realization of it know the truth of it The foundation or basis of
the "New Thought" (all metaphysics) is this, called
"The Scientific Statement of Being": "The One Perfect
Mind and its manifestation is all there is. This One that is
All is Perfect Life, Intelligence, and Substance. One,
Presence, Knowledge, and Power fills all. Man is One
with this Perfect Mind, and expresses its Life, Intelligence,
and Substance now and forever."
The question is often asked, "How do you know this
to be true? You have never seen mind." We know it to
Digitized by V j O O S l C
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be true by the results derived, just as in chemistry no one
has ever seen an atom, and yet the atomic theory, when applied, always works out accurately. Two parts of hydrogen to one of oxygen will produce water every time.
Y o u say the terms used in New Thought literature
do not seem like good Elnglish. If the word "Being" is
understood I believe it would be correct Elnglish. Although
I don't know real good Elnglish myself, however, for the
sake of reasoning together we will grant that it is very poor
Elnglish. The point is this: he who is seeking with his whole
heart the truth of his relation to God and the universe does
not care how he finds it—whether it comes from the lips
of an illiterate Salvation Army lassie or an Episcopal divine. It is perfectly reasonable to assume that the disciples
of Jesus Christ, being fishermen, were not very well versed
in the rules of grammar; and yet the record shows that those
who were ready for the Truth heard them gladly and were
greatly blessed.
You say my friends of Unity seem to have added a
lot of fanciful thoughts, many of them very beautiful, but
to your mind of no practical value. Let me ask you, my
dear uncle, if a brother was poverty stricken, diseased and
dying, and you should tell him and explain to him some of
the "fanciful ideas" and he, by your love and clear understanding of the Law should become well and strong again
and able to earn bread for the family, would you say then
mat our fanciful ideas were not practical? This is being
done all over the world, and I am a witness to much of it.
T o him who believes it fanciful, so will it be, for as a man
believes deep down in his subconsciousness, so it is unto
him. My dear uncle, every thought, every idea, whether
good or bad, can be made to manifest. Whatever we can
conceive can be fulfilled when the Law is observed.
Your suggestion that it is always well, when taking up
a subject, to go to some one who is well versed in that subject and has spent his life at it, I agree with in every respect;
and it has been one of the first things I have always done in
taking up anything, even a game of checkers. I remember
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dear father saying to me once, after watching a series of
different games I had played with a certain well known
sportsman, "My boy, if you ever take up anything useful
you will be greatly blessed, for you go at things thoroughly
and always do them well."
You may feel assured that if I had been seeking to
know more about church history I would have gone to the
right source, but I was not seeking church history; I was
seeking to know the Law of Life, and this is not taught in
any theological seminary. While at Princeton I took a
three year's course of religious teachings, under Dr. Francis
Patton, who was, at that time, president of the college. I
had the distinction of being the only undergraduate who
studied with the "seminoles." Not only the history of the
Christian religion, but other religions were studied and discussed in order. Dr. Patton was one of my best friends in
college, and many a good talk did we have together on this
subject. I remember his once saying, "The trouble with the
young men over in our seminary is that most of their religion is under their hats." When President Elliott came
out a year ago with the bold statement that "the religion
taught at the present day in our theological seminaries and
orthodox churches is doomed," and then spoke of what he
called a "New Religion," it is said that the letters he received from the clergy were not congratulatory. Woodrow
Wilson made the same statement in a speech last week, only
couched in different terms, and I have believed this to be
true long before they said it, and so have they.
However, there need be no fear or anxiety on the part
of those who hold fast to the orthodox religion of to-day,
for nothing is going to be destroyed—just something more
lovely added. The history of the church is pathetic to me.
The rivers of blood that have been spilt over the teachings
of that most simple and lovable man of Galilee is horrifying.
History shows that the church has always been stubborn in
accepting a wider vision. Why, it was the church that
murdered the greatest teacher of the laws of life that the
world has ever known. It was the "high priests and elders"
Digitized by V j O O S l C
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that "took council," and it is just the same to-day. If Jesus
should walk down our city streets teaching the same original
doctrine, he would be put in jail before night I heard of
a minister who, when a friend suggested that he try a Christian healer for his son, who was very ill, replied, "I would
rather see him in his grave than to have him healed by any
such nonsense." Think of that, dear uncle.
T h e intellect never seems to like to let go of an old
custom, and clings to it with the tenacity of a hound. When
it is approached by a new idea it rises and asks "by what
authority?" It has always been so. You say to the average man to-day, "There is a law by which the body can be
transformed into the real, spiritual, electrical, indestructible
body," and he will laugh you to scorn. Yet, within twentyfive years it will be natural for every thinking person to
talk about this subject as freely as they do to-day about the
weather.
A s I have said, the laws of life are not taught in any
theological seminary. The average theologian knows nothing, in the first place, of the laws governing his temple of
life. H e is usually a meat eater, and if he doesn't get
three square meals a day he is distressed. When you approach him on this subject he will, nine times out of ten,
quote: "Take no thought of the body," etc. If you tell
him that this translation, "take no thought," cannot possibly be the idea that Jesus meant to convey; that the good
God Almighty gave us a thinker to think with, and that the
revised translation is "Be not anxious," he will generally
remark that you change everything to suit yourself; and he
is absolutely correct, for the metaphysician changes every
saying, every word that leads to sickness, pain, and death.
Father died from over eating and suggestions from doctors,
and nothing else. His splendid work had nothing to do
with it, for work never kills anyone when they love it as
he did. Again, the average theologian does not understand
that most important life statement made by the Master in
Mark 12:25; "When they shall rise from the dead, they
neither marry nor are given in marriage." He will generally
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tell you that it refers to a future state. He is right, but that
state is right here—a future development of man's mind.
He does not understand how to conserve the life seed that
it may be used by the law of life to build the Christ body.
This is the most important thing in the world for a man to
understand. It has been said by those who know, that
ninety per cent of sickness, brittleness of bones, old age and
premature death is due to the loss of the life seed, and I
believe it. He who would rejuvenate his body and enter
the life of regeneration must know this law.
This is the most important subject for a man to know,
for his own happiness and that of others. The average
theologian, as well as the great mass of humanity, know
nothing about it. I might enumerate, but I will close this
chapter with the statement of three things that the real Christian healer, and those in the life of regeneration avoid, and
they have good reason for it. (I use this word "real" to
distinguish between those who are teaching the law and those
who are living it.)
1st. The eating of the flesh of animals.
2d. The killing of any living conscious thing, not
even a mosquito.
3d. They avoid losing the seed of life, but conserve
and diffuse it throughout the body by a law that any one
may know and use in a short time. The fulfilling of the
lam is love for everything and everybody.
For me to compare one who knows the law of regeneration and is living it, to the average theologian, is like
comparing a college professor in the science of electricity to
Edison. One has a lot of mental possession of facts which
he knows not how to combine to make practical and useful
to humanity, while the other takes the facts and teachings
of the masters and puts them into practical every day use.
You suggest that I study this matter carefully, that I
may not only convince myself but convince others of its
value. On my desk before me are enough letters of gratitude to thoroughly convince me that I am doing a little something to quicken the minds of those who are sick and dis-
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heartened. My prayer is that I may live the life which will
enable me to do much more.
N o w , my dear uncle, at first I hesitated to write thus
freely, for from your letter I realized that my point of view
might seem very raw to you, but something said, "Write 1
write! express yourself just as you feel right down deep, and
he will not be offended," and I sincerely hope that this will
be true.
I shall be more than delighted to have you write me
whenever you feel so inclined, and I hope you will feel as
free to express your criticism as I have. My house is built
upon a rock and my light is love.
In closing I want to say that I write this with the deepest sincerity.
H. A. C.
A s Heaven and Earth are fairer, fairer far
Than Chaos and blank Darkness, though once chiefs;
A n d as we show beyond that heaven and earth
In form and shape compact and beautiful.
In will, in action free, companionship.
A n d thousand other signs of purer life;
So on our heels a fresh perfection treads,
A power more strong in beauty, born of us,
And fated to excel us, as we pass .
In glory that old Darkness.
—Keati.
Beginning a thing is easy; it's the sticking to it that is
difficult. The test of character is the ability to go on and
finish. It is a rare virtue and a valuable one. For whatever you have set yourself to do, there will surely come a
time of discouragement—when you doubt if, after all, it is
worth while. Look out for that time when you are tempted
to look back. It is there that the danger lies. It doesn't
matter what your work is—earning a living or making a
home, or conquering a besetting sin—the discouragement is
bound to come. Don't give way to it Be prepared for it,
and make up your mind to £eep on just the same.—Progressive Thought.
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CHARLES F I L L M O U

REINCARNATION
E are confronted by the question from
thousands, "What is reincarnation?" It
is a question so deep and far reaching
that it cannot be answered so that those
who expect mere words to convey the
fulness of meaning may be satisfied.
There are various planes of consciousness in man, in which the Ego, or self-knower, establishes itself according to its desire and attainments. The
intellectual plane has form as its base, and while the- Ego
lives in that plane all its ideas are translated into shape and
form; hence to explain in human language the series of experiences which the Ego passes through, as steps into realization of its true self, the idea of bodily incarnation has
to be set up, which is not the correct concept We do not
favor the term "reincarnation," because there has clustered about it ideas of great time, personalities, bodies,
forms, and the numerous things of sense consciousness that
are but masks worn by the Spirit, which is Principle, the
only real and enduring One.
God did not create man to die; death is a result of
transgressed law. Rebirth, or "reincarnation," is man's
effort to keep on living. The Divine Law allows him to
keep trying until he learns how to live right This will be
accomplished through overcoming sin, sickness, old age, and
finally death, and when these are eliminated "reincarnation"
will be no longer resorted to by the redeemed race.
It is possible to concentrate upon the subconscious until
soul memory is awakened and the past revealed, without
the true spiritual realization and identification. This is why
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the study of reincarnation, as set forth from that standpoint, is not profitable to the student of the higher thought.
Not what you have been, but what you now are, is the issue.
In your former experiences you may have brought out
prominently some faculty of mind and utterly ignored some
other faculty equally as important in the divine economy.
So your present place is to develop that slighted faculty,
and the work is just as important as at any time in your
existence. For instance, he who contemplates reincarnation from the personal standpoint might uncover his sleeping
memory and discern that he once manifested as Alexander
the Great From the contemplation of past glories and
powers such an one might become puffed up in soul and
quarrel with the present expression. But to one who has
identified the I with Spirit, and to whom all phases of
bodily expression are the passing show, this would be an
instructive problem in soul growth. It would not look upon
Alexander the Great as person, but as the expression of
the faculty of Power, which is ever latent in Spirit It
would see the present experience as the bringing forth of
another quality by the same Spirit Time and space would
form no part of the problem, because they have to do with
the personal and limited, while the spiritually wise deal with
principles. Activity and rest follow each other in the domain of expression, and the power that has been very active
as Alexander the Great would be taking its rest in the
subconsciousness.
When the Ego catches a glimpse of its true being in
Spirit and takes advantage of the I Am doctrine of Jesus
Christ there is wonderful quickening into expression of all
these sleeping and latent faculties. Instead of having to
pass through many bodily forms to bring them into expression, they may be brought forth in a single one, and the
perfect man of God's idea rounded out in a Jesus Christ.
Thus reincarnation is lifted up from its earthly aspect,
as a series of personal lives extending over great periods of
time, and becomes the non> present bringing forth of the
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powers and faculties of man, without reference to the personalities under which they were masked.
The personal man is but a part of the real man, who
is invisible to sense consciousness. That this representative
man appears and disappears on the objective plane does
not change the continued existence of the real man. Identity
is of the soul, not of the fleshly form.
All who have thought deeply have arrived at the conclusion that continued existence of the Ego under various
embodiments must be a fact, for in no other way could
they account for the diversity of talents and conditions of
the human family. If God is no respecter of persons every
child should start at its physical birth with mental capacity
and environment in every way equal to its neighbor. So
even the exact reasoner concludes that the start was far
anterior to any specific physical birth.
God does not talk to the physical man; God talks to
the soul, and it informs the physical man. The idea that
God made promises to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob as personalities is all wrong. They represented as personalities
the soul to whom the promises were made, and to whom
they are fulfilled. What benefit would it be to a man to
be promised a reward to be given to his progeny five thousand years hence? The Lord said, "Unto thy seed will I
give the land." Jesus says the word is the "seed." Thus
we ourselves are the old Bible patriarchs, and unto us as
souls was promised the possessions which we earned through
our thought or "word." We are the tribes of Israel, who
have appeared and disappeared in the various nations of
history, but have steadily kept our way in the faith of those
promises. Those who are asking to be guided consciously
by the Father see in this age the beginning of the fulfillment
of those promises made to us when we were infants in soul
experience.
A well rounded understanding of existence cannot be
had without taking into consideration this question of the
meaning and place of physical embodiment.
If I am a thinking being, and my thought clothes me
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with its forms, I cannot help but ask what kind of clothes
I wore before I took on the present suit; and I shall never
be perfectly satisfied until I have solved the problem. If
written authority will satisfy, the Bible teaches nothing else
but a here and now existence. Adverse critics have claimed
that it did not even teach immortality, but they overlooked
the fact that it deals with the soul primarily, rfnd rounds up
the whole of existence as in omnipresence. Yet he who
reads with open eye may see that continuous reimbodiments
were expected, until the promised Messiah should come as
a deliverer from this mortal law of death and rebirth.
States of consciousness are designated in Scripture as
"days." These states of consciousness come and go ("the
evening and the morning, one day"), working out some
dominant idea, but the central creative purpose marches
majestically on. So the Scripture veils under the mask of
numerous personalities the one central idea of the ChristMan coming to consciousness through the original seed-egos
propagated into the realm of use in Adam. Viewed from
the standpoint of self-identification those egos had apportioned to them the twelve great potentialities of Being to
work out. The twelve tribes of Israel are right here and
now working on that problem. "And Jacob called unto
his sons and said: Gather yourselves together that I may
tell you that which shall befall you in the latter days"
(Gen. 4 9 : 1 ) . The Lord said to Daniel: "But go thou thy
way till the end be; for thou shalt rest, and shall stand in
thy lot at the end of the days."—Dan. 12:13.
The belief that each physical birth is the coming into
existence of an individual for the first time, and that there
have been just as many separate people born, lived, and
died as the statistics of population for a few millions of years
might show is one of the delusions of mortal sense. It
would take a universe to hold the products of this planet
alone if this were true. The fact is that the number of egos
in a certain creative plan is limited. Like actors, they play
their part, pass behind the curtain, come forth again in other
characters, and keep on doing so until the whole plan is
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worked out. When they have mastered their feelings and
emotions (the soul consciousness) so that they do not become lost in or so thoroughly identified with the character
they are representing as to forget who they really are, they
will cease to appear and disappear behind the curtain.
When an actor like Booth admits that he entirely forgets
himself in some of the characters he assumes, is it at all
strange that an Ego should so plunge himself into the personality he takes up at physical birth as to forget his real
self, and even the other characters which he has assumed
at previous times?
The man who lives in the intellect has no consciousness
of any other life except the one pertaining to his day and
age and the small things of that sphere. The Hebrew
prophets taught reimbodiment; but the people, being on a
low intellectual plane, received the teaching as applying to
certain spiritual leaders only. When Jesus began to do his
mighty works they had various theories as to who he was:
"of some, that Elias had appeared; and of others, that one
of the old prophets was risen again."—Luke 9:8.
The reimbodiment of Elijah was promised: "Behold.
I will send you Elijah the prophet before the coming of the
great and dreadful day of the Lord" (Mai. 4 : 5 ) . Before
the birth of John the Baptist an angel told his parents that
this promise should be fulfilled in their child—"in the spirit
and power of Elijah" (Luke 1:17). To show that the
intellectual consciousness does not apprehend the previous
experiences of its Ego, when the priests asked John: "Art
thou Elijah?" he said, "I am not" (John 1:21). T o
more fully portray its confusion and lack of understanding
of its true location in Being, John further answered, "I am
the voice of one crying in the wilderness." So the intellect
by itself is always a "voice crying in the wilderness," and
it will never get its bearings until it consciously recognizes
its higher wisdom—the Christ consciousness. This consciousness knows who it is that is wearing the mask of John
the Baptist, and when questioned says, "If ye will receive
it, this is Elijah, which was for to come" (Matt 11:14) .
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In more fully explaining the ignorance of the people in this
matter Jesus further said in Matt 17:12, 13, "But I say
unto you. That Elijah is come already, and they knew him
not, but have done unto him whatsoever they listed. Likewise shall also the Son of man suffer of them. Then the
disciples understood that he spake unto them of John the
Baptist"
The religious world to-day is making the same error in
looking for the Savior and the prophets. Notwithstanding
all the lessons of the past there is widespread expectancy of
the miraculous appearance of Jesus Christ, in "great glory
and power," to "rule the world with a rod of iron," etc.
That this Holy One comes "like a thief in the night," steals
into human consciousness under most obscure conditions, is
lost sight of. But the advent of all saviors and prophets has
been by this the only avenue through which any one can
come into this plane of consciousness—physical birth.
If this be the one door into this world, or phase of
thought generation, it follows that all the conditions pertaining to this world cluster about and environ the Ego at his
entrance. No matter how powerful and clear he may have
been in other experiences, until he touches the inner and
higher vibrations of his spiritual self he is simply "Joseph
the carpenter's son."
So the people surrounding us to-day—you who read
these lines—have stored up in your consciousness a higher
wisdom, that when touched by the right idea will spread
through your mind and reveal to you, a little at a time, the
book of your life since you started forth to learn about existence. You will there find answers to all your questions
about your present condition, and why things are as they
are, when you apparently had nothing to do in bringing them
about
In no other way can the questions be answered that
arise in the mind and doctrine of the metaphysician. He is
constantly met by thought productions in himself and others
for which he cannot locate the cause in this single little life,
beginning but a score or two score short years ago. When
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considered seriously it is ridiculous for one to claim that man
has the thought power to produce such intricate conditions
of body and affairs in a few short years. The Bhagavad
Gita says:
"The wise neither grieve for the dead nor for the living.
I myself never was not, nor thou, nor all the princes of the
earth; nor shall we ever hereafter cease to be. As the soul,
in this mortal frame, findest infancy, youth, and old age, so
in some future frame will it find the like. One who is confirmed in this belief is not disturbed by anything that may
come to pass. The sensibility of the faculties giveth heat
and cold, pleasure and pain, which come and go, and are
transient and inconstant Bear them with patience; for the
wise man, whom these disturb not, and to whom pain and
pleasure are the same, is formed for immortality."
All that you ever have been is in the now-existing and
now-present mind about you, and all. the possibilities of
Being are here and now awaiting your recognition and appropriation. The problem of existence cannot be shirked.
Dying does not make it any easier; in fact it adds to the
complication by breaking up and separating the factors or
figures which you are using to demonstrate the answer.
Then let us refuse to die—let us refuse to let go of the only
factors through which we can successfully work out our
life problem.
REGENERATION
Only those who have consciously entered the regeneration and are becoming acquainted in a specific way with
the action and interaction of spirit, soul, and body, can understand the details of the movements and changes that are
constantly going on in the subjective consciousness. It cannot be set forth as a system, except to those who have in a
measure experienced the movements of soul on body through
the impulse of I Am, and sensed its effect in the various
nerve centers. This is the second stage of regeneration.
First the spirit—the mind—is regenerated; then sets in
actual physical regeneration, in which every atom of the
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soul and body organism goes through a transformation.
This is the corruptible putting on the incorruptible.
The Scriptures veil all this under names of towns,
rivers, seas, and the movements and acts of men in connection therewith. The name of every person and thing in the
Scriptures has an inner meaning, the clue to which may be
found in any teacher's Bible under the head of "Names
and Their Meaning." For instance, Bethlehem means
'"house of bread," and indicates the nerve center at the pit
of the stomach, through which the universal Substance joins
with the refined or spiritualized chemical products of the
body substance, and through this center are gradually
generated the elements that go to make up the electrical
body of the Christ-man. "Jesus was born in Bethlehem of
Judaea."
Cana means "place of reeds" (the larynx), and Galilee, "circuit, to whirl," or, as we say in modern terms,
vibration. So we understand that the first miracle of Jesus
(the I Am) in Cana of Galilee—turning water into wine—
represents the change that goes on in the waters of life, or
nerve fluids, as they are vibrated in speaking words. The
waters of life are thus changed into wine, or elements of
greater stimulating, life-giving power, than before they
passed through the vibration of the voice. The whole organism may be invigorated and stimulated through the vibratory thrill of the voice. In connection with this is a still
more interior meaning, the six waterjars, etc.; which indicates that when the six great nerve centers in the body are
purified, "after the manner of the purifying of the Jews,"
that the vibratory power of the voice will become so great
that by the spoken word a vessel filled with spring water
may be changed into wine. How this purification can be
accomplished and the power acquired is also explained in
symbolism in the Old Testament.
All the prophets said that Christ should be bom in
Judaea. A reference to the interpretation of Scriptural
names shows Judaea to mean, "the praise of the Lord."
This then is a key to the mental attitude in which this Christ
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consciousness shall be opened to us—while we are praising
the Lord. Are you begging some distant God to give you
the light, or are you praising the light in your very presence?
One is praying for something which we have not; the other
is praying as if we had "already received." Thus we see
that praising and thanksgiving is the only key that will open
the door for the Spirit to reveal itself in our consciousness.
The subject is so vast and deep that even a faint hint
is beyond expression in language. Study your own interior
experiences and ask daily for guidance, and you will gradually be shown the great marvels of spirit, soul, and body.
The Bible has veiled in its allegories and apparent historical
records the beginning, unfoldment, and destiny of man, but
it can only be understood by taking into account the factors
entering into the movements and interaction of three planes
of consciousness—spirit, soul, body. The body here referred to does not mean the flesh body as we behold it, but
a body of very much more refined elements, of which the
flesh body is as sediment, that must be purified by trasmutation or regeneration. "Verily, verily, I say unto thee, Except a man be born of water and of the Spirit, he cannot
enter into the kingdom of God. That which is born of the
flesh is flesh; and that which is born of the Spirit is spirit."
—John 3:5. 6.
THOUGHT

FORCE

That thought force rules the world is not difficult to
prove. A little attention will establish, by the logic of facts,
that this statement is incontrovertible. However, it is not
so important to prove this assertion true as it is to learn how
to disentangle the individual from the meshes which he has
woven and interwoven about himself through careless thinking. He may ask, How may I take advantage of these invisible mental powers to lift myself out of present environment? Can it be done? It is easy, if we will give as much
attention to right thought as we have to pursuit of the things
of the visible. When we realize for certainty that there is
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a power within us which will extricate us from self-made
entanglements, a new and wonderful hope is awakened, and
hope leads to effort Sincere effort will bring results that
lead on to faith in greater things.
Thought force generates in the mind like steam in a
boiler. The best steam boilers have a battery of tubes permeating the interior, and the mechanism of steam generation
is quite complicated. So in the various plans of consciousness in man—thought force is constantly doing its work in
ways we know but little about. It has both visible and invisible centers of action in spirit, soul, and body. Some
people are moved almost wholly by sense or body thought,
others by brain or intellectual thought, and others by emotional thought, with quite often an appendage of religious
fanaticism.
This is particularly true in religious thought When
we look over the prophets that have arisen from time to
time we can see that their ruling thought was tinctured with
self-limitations. They discovered that they could generate
thought force, and they sent it forth colored by their own
quality of mind. Sometimes it was destructive. In the
times of the crusades one little weazened Italian Monk, who
had spent his life in a monastery dwelling upon the thought
of injustice, came forth to revolutionize the world and establish his own idea of justice. Peter the Hermit ran up and
down Europe riding a mule, the while he preached and
yelled, "God wills it I God wills it!" His zeal and
fanaticism set on fire the slumbering thought in the minds of
millions, and the result was a series of thought waves that
swept over the people and moved them army after army,
even little children, overland to the Holy Land.
Only a handful of these thousands reached the prombed land, because they were moved by the thought force of
one man, and were carried along by that limited, finite idea
of justice. Those who fight for justice will never know
justice, for Infinite justice cannot be realized by them. "If
my servants were of this world they would fight," said Jesus.
Man's idea of justice is something to be gotten by force.
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Infinite justice is attained through Divine Law, which is
always harmonious. Religious zeal is sometimes a dangerous thing. "The zeal of thy house hath eaten me up."
You can let your zeal eat up your God—your good in consciousness, if it is not governed by judgment and a higher
perception than the fighter has.
You must get into right relation with the Infinite spiritual understanding, in order to receive your good, or justice. As a man thinketh within himself, so will be that
thought force which he sends out. Jesus said, "Heaven
and earth shall pass away, but my words shall never pass
away." This statement gives us the idea of permanence,
the thought of endurance. The same power that Jesus
Christ manifested is ours to use. The value of everything
is measured by its usefulness, and power is inert until set into
operation by spiritualized man. In order to get the good
we are longing for, we must use the power delegated to us.
Then let us take hold of right thoughts, for thoughts rule
the world—your world, my world, everybody's world, both
within and without.
Every one can have joy—we make our own joy out
of this thought force. We can enter into the joy of our
Lord at any time we choose to link ourselves to that joy by
the joyful quality of thought. We can have anything we
want at any time in the same way right here and now, for
the One Substance is susceptible to scientific thinking. It is
in this way that prayer is answered, and there is no limit
except that which we make. We have many examples to
encourage us of those who have been thinking right thoughts,
and receiving the fruits thereof in ways too numerous to describe. Nine-tenths of those in this audience have had
direct evidence of the power of thought in healing bodily ills,
if not otherwise.
Every thought that emanates from us will bring forth in
accordance with the quality we put into it. It will partake
of the nature of the plane from which it is sent out, and will
fruit accordingly. It is written in the history of Socrates
that a student of his said to him: "When I am absent from
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you and think of you my mind grows clearer; when I come
into your presence wisdom smiles upon me; and when I
touch you I seem to know all things." So with us—if we
are spiritually illuminated our light will flow into other
minds. This is true of every one of us. There is a thought
relation established in the Absolute when spirit, mind, and
body become as one, and we may by right thought adjust
ourselves to the Infinite harmony.
Thought force rules the world; but there is but one source
of thought, and that is unto us as we shape it by the images
we hold in mind. Then, "if there be any truth, any virtue,
if there be anything lovely and of good report, let us think
on these things." What a wonderful power Paul sent out
into the world! What a thought force of courage, fearlessness, emanated from him! - What a living demonstration of this thought force he was, and millions have borne
themselves courageously because of his example.
What kind of an example are you setting for humanity? You say the best you can under environment. If
you are allowing environment to limit your thought force,
effect instead of cause rules in your world. Thought forces
move the world, and environment is subject to you. "I am
God, and there is none else; I am Creator, Cause of all
things." When you get down into yourself, the Great
Universal God is praising you for uniting with Him. Truth
is that which is, ever was, and ever will be. Love, honesty,
and justice, flowing out from you in thought force, will create justice and harmony in your environment, and it will
flow back to you, as you have sent it out.
He who cannot forgive others breaks the bridge over
which he must pass himself.—Ceorge Herbert.
Speak a shade more kindly than you did before;
Pray a little oftener, love a little more;
Cling a little closer to the Father's love.
Life below shall liker grow to the life above.
—Selected.
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S it is rapidly coming to be universally believed by all right-minded people that this
conception of disease, sin, poverty, and
misery, is owing more to the status of one's
mind than the reality of the thing itself; since
those diseases pronounced incurable by the
most prominent men in the medical profession, have been so effectually eradicated through right
thinking, that the very remembrance of them has been completely eliminated; as with each coming day the realization
of Truth is more and more discerned—it is shown that it is
thought, and thought alone that doth the body make.
It is the only thing that has ever made man conscious
of his existence or of being able to do any one thing in life.
The jealous man believes his best friend to be his worst
enemy until he is nearly crazed with hate. The very moment, however, that the trend of his thought is changed, he
realizes that all his misery was only the result of his wrong
thinking and it is wrong thinking alone that has caused all the
wretchedness in life.
No man can ever know more about himself than he has
been told in the first chapter of the Bible: that he is made
in the image and likeness of his Creator and is to have dominion over all things beneath him. Instead of acknowledging this most undeniable truth, man has chosen to believe the
allegorical story of the Garden of Eden: call himself a
worm of the dust, a poor miserable sinner, as well as separated from his Creator; unable to realize in his ignorance
and blindness that everything in nature around him proves
its utter impossibility.
Common sense admits that man is the noblest work of
God; Truth asserts, that man lives, moves, and has his being
in God, that God is Spirit, Life, Truth, Love, Substance.
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and Intelligence, that there it a spirit in man, that the breath
of the Almighty hat given him life.
Now as right thinking is the recognition of Truth, it
mutt be the onlyrighteousnessthat any man could ever know,
and the belief in sickness, fear, doubt, worry—all the
miseries in life which may be overcome—must be merely
wrong thinking.
Man creates what he believes and the longer he concentrates on any one thought the more realistic it becomes.
Thought alone brings misery or joy; thoughts are things
having breath and wings. Man sends them forth for good
or ill, reaping the fruit their toil hat tilled.
There it a spirit in man, no matter how dormant it may
seem, that has at timet made him conscious of the good
within. There it good in everything and man is the highest
manifestation of it
There are here to-day over two million men and women who know that through their spoken word of Truth,
they can bring to themselves their heart's fondest desire and
being made conscious of the joy of living, can enhance the
life of others.
Every organ within man is alive with the Spirit of Life
and can be spoken to as one man to another. A man can,
through his very autosuggestions, bring to himself the consciousness of his individuality. The I Am in him is Spirit
and he dwells in the thought of the good and beautiful, being
changed into its likeness.
The more he strives to realize that he is always in the
presence of his Creator, who is his dearest friend, benefactor,
and guide, his very personality brings pleasure to all who
meet him and all things in nature seem subservient. The
trifling annoyances that once had power to vex him prove
but the ignorance of a human thought. Each day some
good is bom; some nobler thought aroused. His vitality
shows forth in every movement of his body; his belief in self
becomes an unknown reality. His Love for all mankind
enhances every hour with the joy of living; he grasps the
consciousness or his own individuality as a thought of the
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Divine Mind; he finds his heaven within and all its radiance is Love.
MAN!

STAND

UPRIGHT!

Man is timid and apologetic; he is no longer upright;
he dares not say "I think," "I am," but quotes some saint
or sage. He is ashamed before the blade of grass or the
blowing rose. These roses under my window make no
reference to former roses or to better ones; they exist with
Cod to-day. There is no time to them. There is simply
the rose; it is perfect in every moment of its existence. Be
fore a leaf bud has burst, its whole life acts; in the full
blown flower there is no noise; in the leafless root there is
no less. Its nature is satisfied, and it satisfies nature in all
moments alike. There is no time to it But man postpones
or remembers; he does not live in the present, but with reverted eyes laments the past, or, heedless of the riches that
surround him. stands on tiptoe to forsee the future. H e
can not be happy and strong until he, too, lives with nature
in the present, above time.
This should be plain enough; yet see what strong intellects dare not yet hear God himself unless he speak the
phraseology of I know not what—David, or Jeremiah, or
Paul. We shall not always set so great a price on a few
texts, on a few lives. We are like children who repeat by
note the sentences of granddames and tutors, and, as they
grow older, of the men of talents and character they chance
to see, painfully recollecting the exact words they spoke.
Afterward, when they come into the point of view which
those had who uttered these sayings, they understand them
and are willing to let the words go, for at any time they can
use words as good when occasion comes. So was it with us,
so will it be, if we proceed. It is as easy for the strong man
to be strong as it is for the weak to be weak. When we have
new perception we shall gladly disburden the memory of its
hoarded treasures as old rubbish. When a man lives with
God, his voice shall be as sweet as the murmur of the brooks
and the rustle of the com.—Emerton.
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WLL LESSON:
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CHARLES

FILLMORE

LESSON 3, JANUARY 21
T H E BIRTH OF JESUS—Luke 2:1-16.
1- Now it came to pan in those days, there went out a decree
from Cesar Augustus, that all the world should be enrolled.
2. This was the first enrollment made when Quirinius was govcraor of Syria.
3. And all went to enroll themselves, every one to his own city.
4. And Joseph also went up from Galilee, out of the city of
Nazareth, into Judaea, to the city of David, which is called Bethlehem, because he was of the house and family of David;
5. To enroll himself with Mary, who was betrothed to him being
great with child.
6. And it came to pass, while they were there, the days were
fulfilled that she should be delivered.
7. And she brought forth herfirstbornson; and she wrapped
him in swaddling clothes, and laid him in a manger, because there
was no room for them in the inn.
8. And there were shepherds in the same country abiding in the
field, and keeping watch by night over their lock.
9. And an angel of the Lord stood by them, and the glory of
the Lord shone round about them: and they were sore afraid.
10. And the angel said unto them. Be not afraid; for behold, I
bring good tidings of great joy which shall be to all the people:
11. For there is born to you this day in the city of David a
Savior, who is Christ the Lord.
12. And this is the sign unto you: Ye shall find a babe wrapped
in swaddling clothes, and lying in a manger.
13. And suddenly there was with the angel a multitude of the
heavenly bast praising God, and saying,
14. Glory to Gad in the highest, and on earth peace among men
in whom he is well pleased.
15. And it came to pass, when the angels went away from them
into heaven, the shepherds said one to another. Let us now go even
unto Bethlehem, and see this thing that is come to pass, which the
Lord hath made known unto us.
16. And they came with haste, and found both Mary and Joseph,
and the babe lying in the manger.
GOLDEN TEXT—"For there is bom to j>ou this day
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in the city of David a Savior, who is Christ the Lord."—
Luke 2:11.
Vigilance in watching our flocks (thoughts) makes us
receptive to the spiritual side of existence. As the shepherds
in Oriental countries have a name for every sheep, which is
trained to come and go at command, so we should be familiar with our thoughts, and discipline them so thoroughly
that they will be obedient to us when we send forth our desire. This familiarity with our mental realm leads to an
acquaintance with the character, and gives one an opportunity to strengthen the weak points and repress the undesirable tendencies. It thus clears up and harmonizes the
soul so that it is receptive to Divine Ideas. A thought realm
in constant turmoil and mortal confusion cannot possibly receive a message from the spiritual realms of consciousness.
The command of the One Great Orderly Mind is, "Be still
and know that I am God."
Order in one's life should also extend to affairs without; this is the decree of Caesar Augustus that "all the world
should be enrolled."
Joseph and Mary represent the Wisdom and Love,
which have been ideas in mind, but are now to bring forth
a manifestation in substance. The body is the earth, and
the various towns and persons mentioned in connection represent the brain centers and their presiding geniuses. Galilee
means to whirl, that is, energy or life; Nazareth, despised,
the sexual center; Judaea, praise; David, love; Bethlehem,
house of bread (substance, or stomach center).
It is thus seen that the birth of Christ is the beginning
in the inner realms of consciousness of a higher set of faculties that, when grown to full stature, save the whole man
from ignorance and sin. It is a growth in man as tangible to
those who reach certain stages as is that of the child in the
mother. In its beginnings it is a mere quickening flutter,
right under the stomach, with, quite often, unusual sensitiveness in the emotional nature. We do not in die first stages
of this process understand it, and sometimes are moved to
put it away from us. This is the spiritual significance of the
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statement that Joseph was merely "betrothed" to Mary, yet
she was "great with child." The soul is heavily charged
with Divine Life, and so full it cannot express itself intelligently, because no union has yet taken place between it and
the understanding (Joseph).
"Swaddling clothes" are bands of cloth in which it was
customary to wrap young children like mummies, which represents the confinement to the limitations of the physical nature ("manger") of this first emanation of Divine Life,
"there being no room for them in the inn" (outer consciousness).
The message of the angels to the shepherds are those
periodical outbursts of Divine illumination which come to
us, and we, for the time, know that something unusual is
going on within, but we have our duties in life to fulfill, and
we return to our flocks (thoughts) "glorifying and praising
God for all the things that they had heard and seen."
LESSON 4, JANUARY 28

THE PRESENTATION IN THE TEMPLE.—Luke 2:25-38.
25. And behold, there w u a man in Jerusalem, whole name was
Simeon; and this man was righteous and devout, looking for the consolation of Israel: and the Holy Spirit was upon him.
26. And it had been revealed unto him by the Holy Spirit, that
be should not see death, before he had seen the Lord's Christ.
27. And he came in the Spirit into the temple: and when the
parents brought in the child Jesus, that they might do concerning him
after the custom of the law,
28. Then he received him into his arms, and blessed God, and
said,
29. Now Idlest thou thy servant depart, Lord, according to thy
word, in peace;
30. For mine eyes have seen thy salvation,
31. Which thou bast prepared before the face of all peoples;
32. A light for revelation to the Gentiles, and the glory of thy
people Israel.
33. And his father and his mother were marveling at the things
which were spoken concerning him;
34. And Simeon blessed them, and said unto Mary his mother,
Behold, this child is set for the falling and the rising of many in
Israel; and for a sign which is spoken against;
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35. Yea and a (word shall pierce through mine own soul; that
thoughts out of many hearts may be revealed.
36. And there was one Anna, a prophetess, the daughter of
Phanuel, of the tribe of Asher (she was of a great age, having lived
with a husband seven years from her virginity,
37. And she had been a widow even unto fourscore and four
years), who departed not from the temple, worshiping with fastings
and supplications night and day.
38. And coming up at that very hour she gave thanks unto God,
and spake of him to all them that were looking for the redemption of
Jerusalem.

GOLDEN TEXT—"For mine eyes have teen thy salvation, v>hich thou hast prepared before the face of all peoples."—Luke 2:30. 31.
Simeon means one who listens and obeys. It is that
state of mind in the devout Christian which looks for and
expects spiritual guidance and instruction direct from God.
It may be summed up in the word obedience.
One who believes that God communes with man, and
opens the way by being obedient to every hint received in
vision, dream, or "still, small voice," is guided by the Holy
Spirit.
Immortal life must be demonstrated by each individual.
Those who are devout, receptive, obedient, are shown that
they are on the way to immortal life. Such an one finds in
the temple (body) the Lord's Christ; i. e„ the Lord's
Anointed.
This new consciousness of the indwelling immortal life
takes the place of hope, expectancy, obedience (Simeon),
and he is allowed to depart in peace. The song of rejoicing
which wells up in the soul when it feels the quickening spiritual life, is called Nunce Dimillis, from the first words of
the Latin translation. The way of salvation from death is
clearly perceived: "Mine eyes have seen thy salvation."
"This child is set for the fall and rising up of many in
Israel," means that through its advent in consciousness there
must follow an adjustment of all things in Truth. Mary,
the soul, shall be pierced as by a sword, that "thoughts out
of many hearts shall be revealed." Mary, the mother, repy Google
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resents the conservative, conventional principle that suffers
when the new order of life and law is set up. The soul
has been bound by race tradition and custom until it is
atrophied. Now it is coming to life and, in its travail, reveals the Lord's body.
Anna, the prophetess, who had long been a vestal virgin in the temple, represents a certain conservation of spiritual life and devotion which has been transmitted through
many incarnations and becomes an inheritance of the soul.
Nothing is lost in the Divine evolution of the soul. The
pure in heart shall see God.

LESSON 5, FEBRUARY 4

THE WISE MEN LED BY THE STAR.—Malt. 2:1-12
1. Now when Jeiui w»t born in Bethlehem of Judafea in the days
of Herod the king, behold, Wise-men from the east came to Jerusalem,
saying,
2. Where is he that is born King of the Jews? for we saw his
star in the east, and are come to worship him.
3. And when Herod the king heard it, he was troubled, and all
Jerusalem with him.
4. And gathering together all the chief priests and scribes of the
people, he inquired of them where the Christ should be born.
5. And they said unto him. In Bethlehem of Judaea: for thus it
is written through the prophet,
6. And thou Bethlehem, land of Judah, art in no wise least
among the princes of Judah: for out of thee shall come forth a governor, who shall be shepherd of my people Israel.
7. Then Herod privily called the Wise-men, and learned of
them exactly what time the star appeared.
8. And he sent them to Bethlehem, and said. Go and search out
exactly concerning the young child; and when ye have found him,
bring me word, that I also may come and worship him.
9. And they, having heard the king, went their way; and lo,
the star, which they saw in the east, went before them, till it came and
stood over where the young child was.
10. And when they saw the star, they rejoiced with exceeding
great joy.
11. And they came into the house and saw the young child with
Mary his mother; and they fell down and worshiped him; and opening their treasures they offered unto him gifts, gold and frankincense
and myrrh.
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12. And being warned of God in a dream that they ihould not
return lo Herod, they departed into their own country another way.
GOLDEN T E X T — " L o o k unto me and be ye saved,

all the endi of the earth: for I am Cod, and there is-none
else."—Isa. 45:22.
In Scripture symbology "east" represents the within.
As here used the word in the original is plural; the significance therefore is, that from the regions of interior wisdom
there come thoughts of reverence for the Holy Life that has
begun its growth in the consciousness.
This attitude of reverence is an important feature in
developing the Christ-consciousness. Without it the mind
loses a certain necessary connection with Spirit and lacks
that central poise of faith that gives a religious tenor to the
process. Therefore, holy devotion is a factor of vast import in bringing forth the perfect Christ child.
All causes are of the spiritual; even the forms of matter are held in place by invisible thought-ideas. Thoughtforms are reflected into what may be termed the astral, or
star-dust realms. Thus the body of the Christ child in us
is not yet projected into visibility, but its thought-form exists
as an image, or pattern, of the coming Jesus—the Star.
This is perceived by the inner wisdom, and is a guide to the
locality in the nerve centers where it is building, as described
in the previous lesson.
Herod, the ruling will of the physical, catches a vague
feeling of this new power beginning to make itself manifest
at the heart, or Jerusalem Center, and he is troubled, and all
that part of the consciousness also. There is often a great
stirring up of the solar plexus when the new birth sets in, and
those who are not in the devotional frame of mind, and are
therefore out of touch with the informing wisdom, are liable
to think that they have some disease. When you have been
quickened of the Spirit you should count every experience
as in some way connected with your development on that
plane of consciousness.
Those who live in the outer thought alone have no concept of the many subtle mental processes constantly going on
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in their souls and bodies. Even those who are deep in
thought discipline are not always aware of the crafty, plotting ambitions, and many other phases of mentation, working out their natures in the inner consciousness. All that is
here described in this lesson might take place in the subjective consciousness of a busy man or woman in whom the
Christ mind and body is beginning to be active, and they
would not outwardly recognize it except as a vague unrest,
or maybe nervous condition.
Thus Herod may be plotting subjectively to destroy
the young Christ-consciousness, which he feels gradually
usurping his rule, and his subtle thoughts may rise to the
surface in a feeling of opposition to any change in existing
conditions. If we give up to this our hearts grow spiritually
cold, and the Christ-character does not come forth in wisdom and stature, but is suppressed by the scribes, pharisees,
chief priests, and all those states of mind that constitute the
man without
But the "good shepherd" is one who knows his sheep,
and they know his voice—every thought is under discipline,
and when the wise thoughts from within bring their presents,
there is great rejoicing and satisfaction in consciousness.
The presents which the Wise-men bring are symbolical
of the inner resources open to the Christ child. They may
be stored-up good deeds and thoughts of previous incarnations, which this wisdom within carefully guards and gives
to the soul as an inheritance when it arrives at mature age.
Thus no good thought or deed is ever lost in the Divine
economy, and although you may seem to fail in bringing
forth to perfection the Christ child there is no cause for discouragement
LESSON 6, FEBRUARY 11
THE

BOY JESUS IN THE TEMPLE.—Luke 2:40-52.

40. And the child grew, sod waxed strong, filled with wisdom:
and the grace of God was upon him.
41. And his parents went every year to Jerusalem at the feast,
• f the passover.
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42. And when he was twelve yean old, they went up after the
cuitom of the feast;
43. And when they had fulfilled the days, a* they were returning, the boy Jesus tarried behind in Jerusalem; and hit parents, knew
it not;
44. But supposing him to be in the company, they went a day's
journey; and they sought for him among their kinsfolk and acquaintance:
45. And when they found him not, they returned to Jerusalem,
seeking for him.
46. And it came to pan, after three days they found him in the
temple, silling in the midst of the teachers, both hearing them, and
asking them questions:
47. And all that heard him were amazed at his understanding
and his answers.
48. And when they saw him, they were astonished; and his
mother said unto him. Son, why hast thou thus dealt with us? behold,
thy father and I sought thee sorrowing.
49. And he said unto them. How is it that ye sought me? knew
ye not that I must be in my Father's house >
50. And they understood not the saying which he spake unlo
them.
51. And he went down with them, and came to Nazareth; and
he was subject unto them: and his mother kept all these sayings in
her heart.
52. And Jesus advanced in wisdom and stature, and in favor
with God and men.
Goii>EN T E X T — " H o w is it that ]>e sought me?
Wist ]>e not that I must be in mj> Father s house?"—Luke
2:49.
Jesus represents the growing consciousness within that
we are Son of God; Joseph represents the son of man,
and Mary the Divine Motherhood. These all enter into the
consciousness of the individual, and the object of their labors
is the rounding out of the Son of God, or Jesus, until he is
a perfect demonstration of God. The two sides of Being
are always in evidence to the one who thinks deeply. W h y
the formless must become formed, and why the invisible
must become visible is not easily answered. (Why do two
and two equal four?) It is not necessary to explain how—
observation proves the fact, and experience demonstrates that
satisfaction comes by following this law of creation. The
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religionist calls it regeneration and the scientist evolution.
We may differ as to the character of the process, but the
final results are identical. All men are striving to be God
manifest. "Be ye perfect even as your Father in heaven is
perfect"
"The child grew and waxed strong, filled with wisdom; and the grace of God was upon him." The growth
of strength and wisdom of the Jesus consciousness is not
always patent to the outer man. It is the "grace of God
upon him" that brings about an inner spiritual strength which
remains hidden until it reaches a certain development in all
parts of the mind and body. At first we realize a change
in thought, next a distinct vibration in body. When the
growth is regular there is a spiritualization of some center
in the mind and body each year, until the whole twelve have
been raised to a higher rate of activity and a clearer perception of Truth. This is the going up each year to the feast
of the passover at Jerusalem. The "passover" is the passing
over from a lower to a higher plane of consciousness. To
attain this, "sacrifices" have to be made in the city of Jerusalem, or place of spiritual peace and harmony. Thus it is
found that when we are progressing in orderly steps in regeneration that we give up some sense appetite or passion
about every twelve months. This involves a certain facility
in going within the consciousness, in which is a place of
peace, Jerusalem, and a returning to the without with the
fruit of the communion. Sometimes the soul and body,
Mary and Joseph, in their hurry to come to the surface of
life, or return home, forget the young child Jesus or take
for granted that he is in the company. But he is not found,
and they return for him. This means that we are to be
specific in bringing forth from the inner or invisible side of
Being all the factors that enter into consciousness, because
if we do not we shall have to return sorrowing after "three
days," which is an entering into spirit, soul and body, where
we find the Son of God in the temple "sitting in the midst
of the doctors." The thoughts in the organism that preside
over and regulate the various functions are here referred to
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as the "doctors." Jesus, the Wisdom of God individualized, gives these doctors a new understanding of the Divine
Law, and all are amazed at the higher revelation.
This work of Jesus in the "Father's house," as it is
in the Revised Testament, is one of the most vital points in
developing health of mind and body. The outer consciousness may not understand (verse 50) why the all-powerful
Son of the Most High should spend so much time in this
inner communion, but experience proves that it is necessary,
and those who give due attention to it find that a certain
harmony is established, which may be brought to the outer
realms (Nazareth), and made to serve and be subject to
the commonest walks of life. This balancing of the within
and without brings about that harmonious evolution in soul
and body which is described in verse 52, "And Jesus increased in wisdom and stature, and in favor with God and
man.
LESSON 7, FEBRUARY 18

THE MINISTRY OF JOHN THE BAPTIST.—Luke 3:1-17.
1. Now in the fifteenth year of the reign of Tiberius Caesar,
Pontius Pilate being governor of Judaea, and Herod being tetrarch of
Galilee, and his brother Philip tetrarch of the region of Itursea and
Trachonitis, and Lysanias tetrarch of Abilene,
2. In the high-priesthood of Annas and Caiaphas, the word of
God came unto John the son of Zacharias in the wilderness.
3. And he came into all the region round about the Jordan,
preaching the baptism of repentance unto remission of sins;
4. As it is written in the book of the words of Isaiah the
prophet. The voice of one crying in the wilderness. Make ye ready
the way of the Lord, make his paths straight.
5. Every valley shall be filled, and every mountain and hill
shall be brought low; and the crooked shall become straight, and the
rough ways smooth;
6. And all flesh shall see the salvation of God.
7. He said therefore to the multitudes that went out to be baptized of him. Ye offspring of vipers, who warned you to flee from the
wrath to come?
8. Bring forth therefore fruits worthy of repentance, and begin
not to say within yourselves. We have Abraham to our father: for I
say unto you, that God is able of these stones to raise up children
unto Abraham.
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9. And even now the ax alio lieth at the root of the tree>: every
tree therefore that briogeth not forth good fruit i* hewn down, and
cut into the fire.
10. And the multitudes asked him, saying. What then nunt we
do?
11. And he answered and taid unto them. He that ham two
coats, let him impart to him that hath none; and he that hath food,
let him do likewise.
12. And there came also publicans to be baptized, and they said
unto him. Teacher, what must we do?
13. And he said unto them. Extort no more than that which is
appointed you.
14. And soldiers also asked him, saying. And we, what must we
do? And he said unto them. Extort from no man by violence, neither
accuse any one wrongfully; and be content with your wages.
15. And as the people were in expectation, and all men reasoned
in their hearts concerning John, whether haply he were the Christ;
16. John answered, saying unto them all, I indeed baptize you
with water; but there cometh he that is mightier than I, the iatchet of
whose shoes I am not worthy to unloose: he shall baptize you in the
Holy Spirit and in (ire:
17. Whose fan is in his hand, thoroughly to cleanse his threshingBoor, and to gather the wheat into his garner; but the chaff he shall
burn up with unquenchable fire.
GOLDEN TEXT—"Repent ye; for the kingdom of

heaven is at hand."—Matt 3:2.
John means in Hebrew "Jehovah is gracious." It is
that attitude of mind in which we are zealous for the rule
of the Spirit. It is not the Spirit, but a perception of spiritual
possibilities, and an activity in making conditions in which the
Spirit may rule.
The "baptism of repentance for the remission of sins,"
which has been made by the church an outward form representing an inner mystery, is in fact a simple matter of thought
training. The Greek word metanoia is translated "repentance," which has been interpreted to mean an admission to
God of sorrow for past sin and a resolve to be good in future.
The field of action for that which has been assumed to be
goodness in the sight of God has nearly always been in conduct The whole Christian world has in a measure failed to
discern the teaching of the New Testament about mental
laws. A proper translation of the mission of John the Bap-
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tist is, "He came into all the region round about Jordan
preaching immersion in mentation for the doing away with
shortcoming." Lyman Abbott says that it is plain that the
mission of John was to bring about a change of mind. "The
fundamental idea is not so much sorrow as a change—a
change, however, be it observed, not merely of conduct, but
of the thinking and immortal part"
There is to be a descent into the consciousness of a
higher principle, called in Scripture, the Lord. There must
be preparation for this more heavenly order of being. "Prepare ye the way of the Lord, make his paths straight." The
mental department of man is a tangible reality. Thoughts
occupy space and have form and shape. They make the
"valley," and "every mountain and hill" mentioned in this
lesson, which are to be evened up before "all flesh shall see
the salvation of God." All pour flesh shall see the salvation
of God when you have made your "crooked" thoughts
straight If your flesh is not saved from the ills that mortal
flesh is heir to it is because you have not opened the way for
the saving Christ principle by purifying and harmonizing
your thoughts.
Don't fall back on "our father Abraham," which is
heredity in the Adam line of descent, but bring forth in
yourself the fruits of our Father God.
Under the evolutionary law of nature, which Abraham
represents, "God is able to raise up children from these
stones." John here infers that those who count themselves
subject to the law under which Abraham lived and died are
mortal instead of spiritual. Lay the ax at the very "root
of the tree"; deny all mortal ancestry. Affirm God to be
your father and your mother and that you are subject to his
law only; then deny the thought of selfishness—desiring
more than you have daily use for. Be just in thought Do
not extort, but silently affirm, "I am willing to abide by the
exact law of justice: that which is mine shall come to me,
and no more." Let no violent thoughts go from you.
Breathe peace and love and harmony through your mind,
and baptize the whole world daily in its refreshing sweetness.
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Then when you have made the proper conditions in your
mind there will descend into it a fuller life, a purer love and
a greater power than you have ever had, you will be baptized with die Holy Ghost
If man's life at any point could become unwillingly
subordinated to another so as to make of him a "victim,"
and relieve him of the responsibility of consequences, he
would not be a free agent, and our teaching of freedom
and responsibility would be false. If man suffers from accident he is not living under the dominion of law.—Newcomb.
RING O U T T H E

OLD

Ring out the old, ring in the new.
Ring, happy bells, across the snow:
The year is going, let him go;
Ring out the false, ring in the true.
Ring out a slowly dying cause,
And ancient forms of party strife;
Ring in the nobler modes of life.
With sweeter manners, purer laws.
Ring out old shapes of foul disease;
Ring out the narrowing lust of gold;
Ring out the thousand wars of old.
Ring in the thousand years of peace.
Ring in the valiant man and free,
The larger heart, the kindlier hand;
Ring out the darkness of the land.
Ring in the Christ which is to be.
—Tennyson.
(Added vene by M. F.)

Ring out the ignorance that holds
From man his sonship with the Light,
Ring in the unity of Good,
Ring in the day that hath no night
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THE FAMILY—HARMONY IN
THE HOME
Heme il the Nursery of the Infinite.—Channinf
EDITED BT M n n i FILLJIOU

NEW YEAR

OPPORTUNITIES

OR every home this number of our magazine
enters, we affirm not only a happy New
Year but a newness and happiness that
shall attend every day of 1912.
The very name "new" gives it a
welcome, because there is something in the
make-up of mankind that craves the freshness that the word suggests.
Then why not give that word "new" a place every
day, and why not on our first waking remind ourselves that
this is a fresh, new day, full of opportunities and fragrant
with possibilities? God never endowed us with brain, soul,
and spirit to have us get entangled in the web of habit
The restrictions of yesterday have no power to overshadow our lives to-day, when we realize that we are in die
eternal noJ». Let us begin our day with newness of thought
and courage. Let us at the beginning of the New Year
throw the doors of our hearts and homes open to the new.
The newing process comes first in mind. "Be ye transformed by the renewing of your mind."
Carry this into every detail of your life. Begin with the
years and scatter them first See yourself new, fresh, and
full of vigor. Then start in, and by the same process of
transforming, change everything you have to deal with
daily. That which was irksome and stale now takes on a
new, fresh delight.
The children of the homes are the ones who really
understand the law of the New. By the touch of their
untainted imagination the simplest things are transformed
into the beautiful and marvelous. If we would consider
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this we would see that it is not the things themselves, but
the thought back of them that gives them significance. The
poet says, "Thou seest no beauty save thou make it first"
Beauty and appreciation are inborn, and so are all the
qualities that make for the transformation in the outer world.
Emerson teaches that those who have capacity to appreciate beautiful things have more enduring title to them than
those who hold material ownership of them.
With this clew, who need lack possessions? The
new thing to do is, let the Seer within look with unblurred
vision. Michael Angeio beheld an angel where the outer
eyes saw only a block of marble, and with the cunning of
chisel and mallet he brought into manifestation what his
inner vision had created.
Looking with this inner sight we behold the Angel of
the New, where to the outer eyes there is mere common
condition, or common experience, which comes forth into
manifestation through the telling strokes of our thought and
word.
Do you want to make new every day of the year?
Have you looked on the dark side? Find the silver lining
of your own ideals. Have you the habit of grievance?
Look within and see the joy tucked away in the remote
comers of your heart, and the world without will grow
roseate to your charmed vision.
Go step by step through the old habits of mind and
bring forth the glory of their hidden side. Why! You
will find angels of overlooked opportunities coming forth
from the commonest demands of everyday life.
So ready is this glory to come into your life that you
only need turn your face full upon it to behold the Angel
of die New—your home and all therein transformed
through renewed purpose, thought, and word.
"God bless the master of
and all the little children that
your kinsfolk, that dwell both
Merry Christmas and a Happy

this house; the mistress also;
round the table go, and all
far and near, I wish you a
New Year."
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T H E SCULPTOR

BOY

Chisel in hand, stood a sculptor boy,
With his marble block before him;
And his face lit up with a smile of joy
As an angel dream passed o'er him.
He carved that dream on the yielding stone
With many a sharp incision;
In heaven's own light the sculptor shone—
He had caught that angel vision.
Sculptors of life are we, as we stand
With our lives uncarved before us.
Waiting the hour, when, at God's command.
Our life dream passes o'er us.
Let us carve it, then, on the yielding stone
With many a sharp incision;
Its heavenly beauty shall be our own—
Our lives, that angel vision.
—W. C. Dqane.
IMAGINATION

IN

CHILDREN

IMELDA OCTAVIA SHANKLIN

WISELY trained imagination is one of the
richest possessions of life. It is the right
development of a soul capacity, and its
mission is to give joy. It brings messages
from the stars, and it sings sweet melodies in
the winds. It transforms the tedious humdrum to the ideal that riots with delightful
possibilities. It emancipates routine by infusing into it that
piquancy without which life is a wearying round of the
ordinary.
Any soul capacity is easily misunderstood; when
brought into apparent contrast with the less ethereal facts
of external circumstances, imagination may look to be a
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sorry monitor of thought, but not until its alchemy is sanely
brought to bear upon life is there progress made from clay
to Elohim.
Any soul capacity is in danger of misapplication.
Imagination unbalanced with executiveness is the mental
ratio of the idle schemer. When imagination is released
from close union with the ideal it acts through pessimism.
United to selfishness it descends into jealousy and fancied
hurts.
Imagination in children and in adults differs in purpose not at all, and differs in nature only from the adult's
view of it. Aside from its joy mission, this soul faculty has
another work, which is that of leading the mind out into
new countries where prudence and tradition would not hazard
a venture. This latter accomplishment is its peculiar province in childhood.
Imagination is stimulated by happenings prosaic enough
to the experienced adult, but which overflow with the wonderful to the inexperience of childhood. Ignorance of nature is the basis of every miracle. To the king of Siam ice
was a supernatural thing, and the one who could convert
water from its liquid to a congealed form was a magician.
The child hears of things as far from its sphere of the ordinary as gelid water was foreign to the experience of the
king of Siam. In the flowing state of memory that accompanies the undeveloped reasoning in very young children,
every issue is new; there is no ordinary thing. Wonders
occur everywhere. The miraculous is always coming to
pass. Man rides the air. Surely it is magic that enables the
grown-up to mount into the clouds by means of that birdlike craft that the papers picture. What invisible hand pulls
the child back to earth when he tries jumping into the air?
Why should one fall and another rise? There is no adequate explanation in the child mind, and it does not occur to
him to ask an explanation of the difference. It is clearly
the work of magic. Magic also those wonderful aerial
flights of the capped witch on her broom, while the Sittings
of swift wings that bear away the song birds in autumn and
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bring them back for spring attains to the supremely wonderful.
Cradle lore, fairy tale, adult conversation of that
which the child hears but does not comprehend, enchant arid
hint of mysteries utterly removed from the knowable. The
child does not have cause and effect in his mental cosmos.
He has effect only. Following the lure of knowledge he
penetrates the unknown, finding that which is later forgotten.
Having effect only by which to gage his conclusions, he
unavoidably errs. He learns as he associates objects with
words, experience with narrative. The wide space that has
divided the word and object, the experience and narrative,
imperceptibly lessens. The observation of daily events
leads him to attribute results to some established agency.
Here is where the child mind blends with the adult mind.
It is in the reconciliation of occurrences with causes that
gives imagination field for the performance of some of its
most extraordinary deeds.
In our superior experiences we can show that many
child-conceived agencies are irrelevant and inadequate to the
end described. We are not given to see that many of our
conclusions and proofs are probably as far-fetched and insufficient to life as we find it Through the courtesy of nature it comes that both the child and the adult have that on
which to rest their questions. The assumption is satisfactory
until the universal mind demands in each case a more generous acknowledgment of its inclusiveness.
The results of imagination in children have led to misunderstandings of motive. Few children are liars, although
not many of them speak the truth about the happenings of
their daily living. The child may make statements that controvert every known fact in the case, and yet be innocent of
deceit. The same account from an adult would be grossly
misleading. Knowledge of cause and relation are large
factors in truth at this stage in the world's standard of
judgment.
When a child says, "I've been to the North Pole on
my new sled," there is no question of his veracity. It is
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conceded that he has taken an imaginary trip to that moot
region that has produced imaginations in minds of broader
experience. Quiz the child skillfully, and he will admit that
he not only went to the Pole, but that he also climbed it,
and very probably ate of the icicles crowning its top. He
wiH also tell many incidents of the journey. He will embellish the whole narrative in a way that draws upon all the
knowledge and hints he has received in connection with
polar topics.
T h e training of the child confirms the tendency to
imagine events and causes outside the pale of acceptation
by the adult Words spoken and circumstances detailed by
those to whom the toddlers look for all things, set up wonders that affect the conversation and acts of the child. Like
ourselves, these little ones speak and do the things that are
in them.
One day I called at a farm house where there was a
four-year-old daughter in the family. The mother sent the
little girl into the orchard for apples, and in the interval confided to me a great perplexity. The child told so many
stones that they never knew when to believe her. The
mother said, "I don't know what to do next, unless I punish
her. I have tried to teach her to tell the truth. I have told
her how much it troubles all of us to have her deceive us so,
and how terrible it is for her to say things that we can't
believe, but it all does no good. What can I do?"
She related several accounts the child had given of
different matters, fabricated situations and experiences.
Some of these were plainly the result of prohibitions put
arbitrarily upon the baby; others were of remarkable escapades on the part of the dumb creatures of the farm. They
were ridiculous exaggerations that could not mislead because of their very impossibility.
The child returned with the apples. She told her
mother that the pigs were in the orchard.
"Naomi, are you telling me the truth? Are the pigs
really in the orchard?" the mother asked.
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"Yes, mamma," was the answer, with every evidence
of sincerity. The mother looked at me.
I said, "Come over here, Naomi."
She came. Healthy, rosy, solidly muscled, she was
that type of child from which the abnormal is as far removed as the east is from the west
"So the pigs are in the orchard this time, sure enough?"
She leaned against my knee and looked smilingly into
my face. She dimpled with appreciation.
"Yes, they're there."
"Oh, well," I said, "And what are they doing?"
Full of confidence she beamed upon me.
"They're climbing the trees," she informed me.
"Yes," I agreed, as if tree-climbing pigs were the
most matter-of-fact thing in a matter-of-fact world. "And
you saw them climb the trees?" She nodded eagerly.
"What did they do, then?"
"They runned out on the limbs."
"What fun!" I enthused, enjoying her faith in the
situation as much as she did. "Now, what did they do
when they came to the ends of the limbs?"
"Jumped off!" She shouted gleefully at this natural
climax of the pigs' progress. I laughed with her. The infection of the situation caught the mother, and she united
in the applause that marked the conclusion of the unusual
event.
To the mind of the four-year-old, why should not
pigs climb trees, run out on the limbs and jump off? The
four-year-old sees things that the forty-year-old has forgotten. Because the latter does not remember, it is not justified in assessing punishment on the one who has what it has
not. Gulliver in his travels, and John on Patmos have not
been held accountable by the rules of the ordinary. The
pigs were playing as the child would play. Her criterion
for their acts was what her acts would be under the same
conditions. That the pigs were not in the orchard on this
occasion did not deter her faith in their being there. She
had been repeatedly warned to report if she ever found
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them outside their allotted pastures. The expectation created by the warnings had at last brought about the matter to
her mind. From the general she had particularized; this is
the only method of conclusion that lies within the scope of
the baby mind.
None the less remarkable was the experience of the
boy of five, taken by his father from the city to spend his
first summer in a quiet country retreat. Dogs, cats, and
horses he knew by contact Pigs, sheep, and cows he recognized from the pictures in his books. From this latter source
he had gained an idea of the creatures of the wild, and he
was distressed that they were not to be found in his new
environs.
St. Patrick's benevolent activity in Ireland was his
great joy. Adventures in forest and on prairie were delights
to him. Fairies and dragons he believed in, but they were
also lacking in his new surroundings, as the tame conversations about him intimated.
The tree space of natural forest was a charmed land
wherein songbirds made wonderful minstrelsy. The hills
beyond harbored the unknown. The flowing stream held,
he knew not how many sprites of a nature that the makers
of books had not yet discerned.
One afternoon the father was reading in the shade of
a tree. The small man rushed up in great excitement and
panted out an account of how he had been chased by a huge
snake.
For years no snake had been seen on the premises.
A s for the dimensions given, certainly nothing of such magnitude had crawled upon the.face of the earth since the reptilian age. Rabbits and birds were the only wild creatures
known to the region. The father explained the harmless
nature of all the outdoor creatures there. The lad seemed
appreciative when he was assured that he could not have
been chased by a snake. Feeling that he had freed the
child of all apprehension of danger, the father asked,
"Now, Harold, do you think it was a snake that
chased you?"
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Looking up with an expression of much relief at perils
escaped, the boy answered,
"No, papa; it was a gwizzly b'ah."
So much for the logic of the fact when it stands in the
way of the logic of imagination. The books had pictured
all the elements necessary to such an adventure; others had
been chased by snakes, by bears, by this or that. Of course
the good makers of the books had always rescued the heroes
of the stories. The accounts would be unpardonable otherwise. Innocence has always its defense. S t Edmund, with
invincible powers, has appeared, a very present help, to many
an English soldier whose cause was just and whose faith was
the true faith. The time, the event, the need of the mind,
has each its influence in bringing that which appears before
the mental eyes.
The exaggerations of childhood are not exaggerations
to childhood. They are what take place in the childish
mind when it is adjusting its ideas to the experience of others.
Thought induces act The imagination in childhood help*
in a degree to color experience. Experience in adult life
tinges the imagination sometimes to the extent that makes
life run in a rut Lacking comparison, the child makes no
attempt at concealment for fear of criticism. Having comparison, the adult fetters conditions with it Lacking experience, the child expresses without regard to the logic of relation. Having experience, the adult tries every event by
the inflexible measuring rod of that which has been.
Every mind has its dreams. The adult has learned
not to publish his too openly. The child does not know the
unlikeness of his world to other worlds, and in his innocence
he subjects his mental experiences to the ridicule of those
no wiser, though more experienced than himself. He talks
of that which is around him, viewing matters from the only
standpoint that is possible to him. It is all true, gloriously,
dazzlingly, appallingly true to him; his parents worry over
his perversity and untruthfulness. The child looks into the
sky, where space suggests; the parent looks upon the earth,
where dimensions limit Conclusions are inevitable, differing
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with the background. "We are such stuff as dreams are
made of."
Life ascends because the physical is the offspring of the
mental. Our aspirations link us to the heavens. Our visions
draw away the curtain from the face of the ideal. The
airy wings of imagination bear us upward above the sordid,
and the finer lines of the Eternal Loveliness unroll before us
as we walk on noiseless floors through the fair palaces of
dreams.
T o read what is written of the inability of young
mothers to feed their babies by the natural method one
would imagine that the fault is ever that of the mother.
What we forget is that a mother's food for her infant is not
altogether affected by her physical well-being, but also by
her spiritual well-being. It is now proved a physiological
fact that the breast-fed baby of a bad tempered father, for
example, has little chance of receiving proper food. Unless
a nursing mother is carefully sheltered from worry the
child's food will be directly affected. In short, the attitude
of the father to the mother during the nursing-time of a
young infant has much to do with the ability or inability of
the mother to give the child his proper food. It is all very
well to hold mothers up to their duties with regard to their
children, but it is also in order, once in a while, to ask how
the are fathers discharging their responsibilities. For obligations they have, just as binding as the duties of the mothers.
The young mother may have all the desire in the world to
nurse her young infant, and in her physical well-being she
may be perfectly capable of doing so, but if she is harassed
by worries, troubles or annoyances which her husband could
and should keep away from her, all her own wish is for
naught and is nullified by the failure of the husband to
recognize and do his part. Many an infant has had to be
weaned from no fault nor lack of desire on the part of the
mother to fulfill her part.—Ladies' Home Journal.
Thought fulness is a virtue.
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"Be still, and know that I am God."
I N S P I R E D BY T H E S P I R IT OF T R U TH
T H E SOCIETY OF SILENT UNITY IS THE ABSENT
HEALING DEPARTMENT OF THE UNITY WORK. I T HAS
A MEMBERSHIP EXTENDING THROUGHOUT THE CIVILIZED WORLD. IT HELPS ITS MEMBERS IN EVERY NEED
OF LIFE, AND ALSO HELPS THEM TO HELP OTHERS. I F
EVERYTHING ELSE HAS FAILED WE WILL TAKE YOUR
CASE. "ALL THINGS ARE POSSIBLE WITH GOD."
IT DOES NOT MAKE A PARTICLE OF DIFFERENCE
WHAT YOUR SPIRITUAL, MENTAL, PHYSICAL ,OR FINANCIAL CONDITION IS. IF YOU NEED HELP WRITE TO US
AND WE WILL PRAY TO THE FATHER IN SECRET, AND
THE FATHER WHICH SEETH IN SECRET SHALL REWARD
YOU OPENLY. NO CHARGE IS MADE FOR OUR SERVICES, BUT FREE-WILL OFFERINGS ARE THANKFULLY
RECEIVED.
ALL LETTERS ARE STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL.

SOCIETY

OF

SILENT

UNITY,

UNITY BLDG., 913-917 TRACY AVE.,
KANSAS CITY, MO.

CLASS

THOUGHT

January 90 to February 20, 1919
Held daily at 9 p. m.

The Lord watch between thee and me, and make
us to know that the Christ Mind is enthroned in us.

PROSPERITY

THOUGHT

January 20 to February 20, 1919
Held daily at 12 m.

/ have Faith in the Substance of Th\) Abundant
Supply, note manifest in me and my affairs.
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THOUGHT

"I have Faith in the Substance of Thy Abundant Supply, now manifest in Me and my Affairs," is the Prosperity
Thought, held every day at high noon, January 20th to
Febraury 20th.
Would you demonstrate with us its efficacy? If you
would, come, unite with us. Take it up, not only saying the
words, but seeing back of the visible the inexhaustible
Supply.
When we get our faith deeply rooted in this Omnipresent Substance wo do not depend upon the unreliable values
of the external. The giant tree that has reached down and
tapped the hidden streams far beneath does not rely upon
the surface rains. The droughts no longer affect its growth
or foliage. Like the tree, when we have once laid hold of
our Spiritual Certainty the problem of our supply is solved.
It is your privilege to prove this, and the way to prove
it is, be faithful to the time and the thought To be faithful, we must keep up our affirmations of supply, for every
word brings forth of its kind. Whatever is planted in the
soil of mind sooner or later comes into manifestation. A
bountiful faith shall bring forth a bountiful harvest
WE THANK

Y O U , GOOD

FRIENDS

The Silent Unity workers at this Center thank most
heartily all the good friends who have, during the past
year, contributed to their temporal support We have not
lacked any good thing. The Lord has blessed us in every
way, and we are indeed very grateful.
The year just past has been the most prosperous of
any of the twenty years that this Society has been in existence. Our members have been uniformly generous in
their free-will offerings, and we have been able to pass along
to other departments of the Unity work funds necessary to
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their support The free literature department has had most
of the help, and it has done a great amount of good in
teaching people the law of life. Magazines, papers, books,
and leaflets, with a total average of two thousand daily, are
sent out from the Unity publishing department A good
share of this is given freely to inquirers and prospective
members. So you see how necessary your contributions
are to the furtherance of the work.
We trust you have received full benefit for all you
have given to this work. If you have not, we shall gladly
make good any delinquency on our part, if you will fairly
state your case. W e are working under the Divine Law,
in which giving and receiving in just ratio is fundamental.
If we have received anything from you and have not in some
way given an adequate return, the Law has not been fulfilled. However, in adjusting this Law between us please
remember the statement of Jesus, "Man shall not live by
bread alone, but by every word that proceedeth out of the
mouth of God." If you count your temporal needs alone,
you are overlooking the essential; that is, food for mind and
spirit. If you have been healed of your bodily ills, good;
but if you have received thoughts from Divine Mind you
have been truly healed and fed.
We feel a very vital, even personal, interest in our
members, and we know you and your needs much better
than you think we do. Could you be with us when we
have our daily healing conferences in the Silent Unity
White Room you would soon feel that you were one with
us in Spirit, and that we know you through your letters and
silent thoughts. The understanding of Truth forms a
brotherhood that cannot be separated by time, distance, or
condition. We trust that you will realize this more and
more as we jointly go forward in the good work.
We greet you every one in the Bonds of the Brotherhood of Jesus Christ, and hold you this year, and throughout the years of eternity, in that Health, Happiness, and
Prosperity which is divinely yours.
SOCIETY OF SILENT U N I T Y .
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THE HARVEST
EDNA L. CARTER
H E R E are thought-realms within thoughtrealms, and they sow and reap continually;
consequently a harvest is always at hand
in some part of every one's mentality.
"Say not ye. There are yet four months,
and then cometh the harvest? Behold, I
say unto you. Lift up your eyes and look
on the fields; for they are white already to harvest" (John
4 : 3 5 ) . Every idea that finds lodgment in the mind is a
seed that, in its season, springs up and brings forth after its
kind.
In the parable of the wheat (the true) and the tares
(the false), as given in the Emphatic Diaglott, it is written
"The harvest is the end of the age." Another translation
reads "The harvest is the consummation of the age."
Either version makes the text clearer than the old rendering "The harvest is the end of the world." The idea is that
there is a period of growth, closing with a season of ripening
and reaping. The history of nations and the history of individuals bear witness that this is true; and all who are consciously undergoing transformation from the natural to the
Christ consciousness realize its truth.
The most striking statement in the parable is, "Let
both grow together until the harvest;" and it comes with
special force to all who get impatient with themselves, with
others, or with conditions. It is said that tares, while in
the blade, look so much like wheat that they cannot be
known from the wheat There are many thoughts and conditions that have nothing in their beginning to indicate
whether they are truth or error. They must be left alone
and allowed to grow until they have developed sufficiently
to reveal their real nature.
Another reason for allowing tares to grow until the
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harvest is that given by Jesus: "lest ye root up also the
wheat"
All this might seem to indicate that not much is required of us during the growing period; but there are requirements. While we are to let the tares grow, the substance of our thought should go to the wheat The harvest
depends upon the ripening of the wheat, and it is not a
matter of. times and seasons, but of development, independent of time. The more thought-substance the wheat receives, the sooner it will ripen and be ready for the harvest
"Gather ye together first the tares and bind them in
bundles to bum them: but gather the wheat into my barn."
The gathering together in the barn beautifully symbolizes
the Divine unity. The separation is the necessary preceding
work. Where the thought of unity is emphasized there is a
possibility of overlooking the fact that the demonstration of
spiritual unity awaits separation from all that is not of spirit
This parable applies first within man, then without
There is a mental law that draws all thoughts of similar
character to a center and binds them together. In the outer
workings of this law we see men of like ideas grouped together and bound in societies and orders and organizations
of various names. These are the bundles to be burned.
The burning is that described all through the New Testament as the fire that destroys all error, root and branch.
Men have certain corrective experiences as individuals, other
experiences from their relations in the family, still others as
a state or nation, and many more as a race. In these experiences they find that the tares of error are bumed and
the wheat is gathered into the barn of spiritual consciousness. This work, since it goes on within each individual,
brings him directly into the harvest He finds in himself a
rich harvest of wheat being stored up; or he finds that he
has been caught in a bundle for the burning of the tares he
has nourished with his thought If he wants to avoid being
tied in a bundle with others, he should give the substance
of his thought to that which is real and enduring.
Generation, mammon-worship, the pride of man and
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worldliness, are tares growing out of humanity's ignorant
thoughts here in the world, and it does no good to fight
them; but, to avoid the burning experiences in ourselves in
the day of their destruction, we should give to none of these
things our thought or interest. They shall soon pass away,
and the Spirit shall reign supreme. The great day of harvest is the final separation of the false from the true, and the
complete destruction of every seed of enor so that the world
shall no more bring forth tares.
T h e harvest may be a time of joy or sorrow. Those
who have cultivated the wheat shall come with rejoicing,
bringing with them their sheaves of spiritual attainment
These few thoughts from this great parable have come
as a comfort when truth and error seemed walking side by
side and error passed as truth, and they are here given out as
a word of cheer to any who may have grieved that Truth
seemed not to receive its rightful recognition.
'Give love, and love to your heart will flow,
A strength in your utmost need;
Have faith, and a score of hearts will show
Their faith in your work and deed."
H e who knows that power is in the soul, that he is
weak only because he has looked for good out of him and
elsewhere, and so perceiving throws himself unhesitatingly
on his thought, instantly rights himself, stands in the erect
position, commands his limbs, works miracles; just as a man
w h o stands on his feet is stronger than a man who stands on
his head.—Emerson.
The moment you believe yourself to be conquered you
are conquered, even though success is within your grasp;
all of which means that no person and no power can conquer a man; that he is only conquered when he conquers
himself. Strange, is it not, that one's own destiny should
lie in his own hands, and that no outside power can cheat
him out of it?
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EXTRACTS
From Letters Written to Students and Patients by the
Society of Silent Unity
In your work of healing, avoid that malpractice which,
when your faith is not equal to the case, treats for death
under the plea of setting the patient "free." Death does
not bring freedom. If your faith is not sufficient, call in
the aid of another or others, and your united faith may accomplish the healing which your faith alone could net accomplish. At least, do not try to cover your lack of faith
by treating for the success of the adversary. You are not
true to your calling if you thus betray the trust of your patient or his friends. You have been called in to hold for
life and are responsible to the Law of life for all your words.
*
«
#
#
W e quote from your letter, "The thing desired is ours
in its incipiency."
No, the thing desired is ours in its fullness, and but
waits our recognition and expression of it. All things are
now fulfilled in Christ
*
»
*
*
You have a certain faith in God and if asked you will
say, "Yes, I believe in God." You see the manifestation of
life everywhere and you assent to the proposition that there
is One Infinite Life. But do you have faith in it as the
healing, renewing force in you, or is there a gulf between
your consciousness and the One Life? That is where Jesus
Christ stepped in and made his great demonstrations. He
had the boldness to make himself one with Divine Mind.
*
*
*
•
You say, "I know that if the Christ were here on earth
in human form as he once was, and I asked him, he would
help me." The Truth about the matter is, he is here on
earth now, and dwells within each one of us as our Lord
and our God. If he were a mere person, as many have believed him to be, he would not be the all-pervading Spirit
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that he is. He said, "Lo. I am with you always." "Before Abraham was I am."
«
*
«
•
If you would realize the power of exalted ideas do not
separate them from your everyday work. Men have deified
jpjBtual things and put them on a pedestal out of reach of
their daily thought, and tried to content themselves with
thinking along material lines. Bring your spiritual thoughts
into expression in all that you do.
•
*
•
•
As to the silence, no doubt it can be abused as well as
the privilege of eating can be abused. But we do not quit
eating because others, or even ourselves, sometimes make
misuse of the privilege. Jesus gave direct command to go
into the inner closet and shut the door, and there is no
other place to come into conscious union with the Father
and Jesus Christ So the silence is an absolute necessity—
far more of a necessity than the eating of food. Thousands
of people go insane who have no idea of the silence; so
there is no more proof that the silence makes people insane
than that any of the other things they do is the cause. The
mere fact that some people who practiced the silence have
become insane (and we never heard of but one, and his
aberration was caused from his resistance of the Spirit), is
not necessarily proof that the silence was the cause. The
object of the Silence is to take control of the subjective
forces. Insanity results from the subjective taking control.
Those who fear to enter the closet of prayer that they may
take this inner control are like a man who, knowing there
was a fire in his basement, would refuse to go down and
put it out, because he was afraid of being burned up. It is
as if he would say, "Don't tell me about the fire. I don't
see it and I can be happy for a while until it bums up my
house." He knows the fire will finally reach him and destroy the house, but rather than take the chance of saving
hiatself by going down and putting out the fire, he will go on
for the brief time he has, trying to prolong his life in some
external way. It is surely wiser to undertake the mastery of
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the subjective forces, through prayer in the inner closet, even
if one does not succeed, than it is to refuse to try, from fear,
or any other reason. Nearly everybody falls into the
clutches of the subjective sooner or later, because they die.
And a man is surely more of a man who makes a brave
stand for his life than is one who gives in without an effort
toward getting the mastery and salvation.
Those who are fearful of the subconscious usually
overlook the superconscious. If the conscious and subconconscious were all, there would be some ground for the arguments against the silence. But there is an inner spiritual
sanctuary, the inner place of the Most High, and people
who write books from the intellectual standpoint do not know
about that inner spiritual realm. So it is not safe to follow
the intellect and its reasonings. The only safe place is the
Secret Place of the Most High.

LIVE

LETTERS

South Norwood, Ohio.
Last Saturday my eight year old son fell while skating
and hurt his right wrist. The pain was so severe that he
became faint and sick. By the time my husband came home
the hand and wrist had become very much swollen and hard
as a rock. We took him to a doctor's that evening. On
examining the wrist, he threw up his hands and said, "A
very bad fracture—means X-Ray and a fine surgeon." All
necessary arrangements were made for the operation, which
was to take place the next morning, when they intended to
give chloroform and set the wrist That night the pain was
intense. All night long I worked over that break, doing as
I had read of other readers of UNITY doing, talking to the
Htde creatures of intelligence in that wrist, telling them that
there was perfect harmony there, that there was no need of
outside help. Over and over again I declared the bones in
that wrist were in perfect order, that not a line was untrue.
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The next morning, according to arrangements, the X-Ray
was used, and we then went to the office of the surgeon. By
the time the plates came three doctors and a nurse were
ready to perform the operation. The plates showed the
bones of the arm and wrist to be in perfect line. The end
of the bone was splintered, but they said that it had slipped
back into place over night Of course there was nothing to
do but put back the splint and let it rest I almost shouted
for joy. Yesterday evening they looked at it again. There
is a very slight swelling, and they said the splints can come
off to-morrow, just one week from the day of breaking, instead of the usual three weeks. My gratitude is beyond
measure.—F. S.
Seattle, Wash.
Picture to yourself a little camp in Alaska, four hundred miles from postoffice and civilization. It was the
middle of a fierce winter, and in the tent there were but scant
provisions and scanter comforts. There were five men
eagerly seeking gold that they might bring back to the
States a competency. It was impossible to obtain news of
any kind from the outside world, and the only reading matter
in camp was some Unity literature. One night, one of the
men, a rough, burly fellow, howled for something to read.
A UNITY was meekly handed to him with the explanation
that it was the only available thing. He glanced at it,
hurled it down saying, "Hell, I don't want any of that religious stuff." A few nights later the same thing happened
again, and being lonesome and desperate he read a little.
He became interested and read more. He sat up half the
night to read; he caught a few minutes before and after
breakfast to read; he squeezed a few minutes of reading
into his lunch hour. Now, his every move is governed by
his communion with the Lord. He has found peace and
comfort and rest, and he knows just what to do and when
to do it. The Lord instructs him definitely in all his work,
telling him when to go out into the open country and when
to keep close to timber, thus protecting him from the severe
storms of the country. He says when Vie makes his "stake"
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he is coming out and going to Kansas City, study, and
eventually go into the work. One other of the five men was
already a Unity student, and a third has so grown in Spirit
that he communes with the Father hourly.—MRS. J. D. L.
Kansas City/, Mo.
It is nearly a month since I last reported progress, and
I can say with most sincere satisfaction that I have derived
continuous benefit from the treatments you have sent me.
Your letter was most helpful, and particularly the passage
in the booklet you sent in regard to the changes that take
place in the body at times of spiritual growth, and which
may be mistaken for disease. Such a disintegration, I think,
has been going on in me, but it is becoming easier to take
everything as coming from the Spirit, and I can see that a
change of mind means a vast deal more than the "curing"
of my deafness. I am determined to keep on until all limitations have been overcome.
During the first three months after I began treatments,
going into the silence was with me as mechanical as exercising with dumb-bells, but now, and increasingly all the time,
it is like clasping the warm hand of a friend. I had not
dreamed that the sensation which came over one was so
tangible and real. I am ashamed to think how ignorantly
I have always lived.
I should like to mention one demonstration, which is
so trivial as to be hardly worth,speaking of, were it not that
I think it is one of those little hinges on which hang things
of larger growth. We were given the key to my brother's
house to keep while the family were away, and several times
the members of the family had occasion to go to that house.
We had been informed that there was "something the matter" with the key, and that the door was hard to unlock.
Various individuals tried to turn the key, and either desisted!
without success, or succeeded after strenuous effort, so
strenuous, in fact, that the key was bent quite out of shape.
Going to the house one day I was told that I was not strong
enough to turn the lock, and that only a man could do it.
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Arrived at the door, I put the key into the lock experimentally, and found that it was indeed impossible to turn. I
held the key in my hand a few minutes, and, letting go of
myself, of all feelings of impatience, strenuousness, and antagonism, I made friend* with the key, and the door, and the
spirit that is in them. Then, perfectly confident, I put the
key into the lock, and it turned as if it had been oiled. I
have since repeated the process, though no other member
of the family can turn the key without great effort. They
fancy I have some trick of turning it of which they have not
the mastery.
Inclosed please find a love offering. Please continue
treating me.—H. V. A.
Great Kills, Stolen Island, N. Y.
While the materials were ready and my oven just
right at noon to-day, suddenly I felt the strange disinclination
to continue with the hands' work. I went into the livingroom
and relaxed. Instantly I felt myself in the vibrating demonstration of the success treatment I asked for. The power
was so strong I felt it first in my ear drums, and the cords
of my neck. My finger tips tingled and I had every sensation of being in connection with a powerful electric battery.
I called my little daughters, fourteen and ten years of age,
and asked them to sit in a relaxed attitude and silently repeat these words:
"I am receiving the power of Spirit; Father, I thank
thee." Anita, eleven, came at once and sat about five feet
away from my chair. In less time than I can write she said,
"Mamma, I feel my ear drums tingling and humming, and
my eyes are quivering with electric light I feel as if I were
all sparks, it feels so funny."
Then Gladys, fourteen, came down stairs. I asked
her to feel in the attitude to receive God's demonstrating
power sent me from the Unity Center, for I knew in calculating the time, that God's wireless demonstrators were sending me vitalizing power. It was five minutes before she said,
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"Mamma, I am numb in my fingers, as if I held an electric
handle." Then the current went through all her body.
We praised God for this demonstration of Truth.
My housekeeper, a Roman Catholic, had been ill all
day in her room in the third story of my home. She knew
nothing of my spiritual experience, as my children were still
with me. While the current was so strong in my own consciousness, and my lips praised in vitalizing prayer, Mrs.
Porter came down stairs perfectly restored and said: "Such
a strange thing happened to me. Suddenly in bed all the ill
feelings in my head ceased and something, which seemed
to congest the blood, broke, and I jumped up well."
Then we told her that the power of God hung, over
the house in the treatment sent from Kansas City.
She said it was a miracle, for the healing was instantaneous, and she knew nothing of my perfect belief—that
power of Invisible Divinity, directed in confidence, is greater
than the Edison lights in any home or building.
I have remarkable answers to faith praising instead of
petitions. There is the brilliant irridescent light that hovers
whenever in silence at home, or in the midst of the moving
crowd, I receive the inspiration and direction of the Father
in the secret closet of my consciousness.
I sent you a long list of God's children, who must
begin to live by Spirit and not depend on the interpretation
of the theology of the past to know God. I sent also a love
offering for free literature.
Truth is manna to the starving soul.
I lack nothing. My sufficiency is God. The spiritual
Christ is a believer's mind and light
My individuality thrills personality. I love manifested
life, for it is evidence God is.
Continue treatment, and my lips shall sing of his glory
and power no n> in the act of realization. This is the active
testimony of a progressive presswoman and of a hundred
practical club activities.
Not unto men, but unto God, be all glory for the revelation of the works of Spirit.—M. L. M.
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D E M O N S T R A T I O N S OF T H E

LAW

This department is in fulfillment of the promise of Jena Christ,
"Thae signs shall follov them that believe; In my name shall the}
coil out devils; they shall speak; vilh net* tongues; they shall taJ(e up
serpents; and if they drink, any deadly thing it shall not hurt them;
they shall lay hands on the sicfc and they shall recover."—Mark

16:17, 18.

True spiritual healing is done through the quickening,
freeing Word that lifts men up into the Christ consciousness
where disease has no place; where its nothingness is clearly
understood. There is in Truth no sickness, no disease.
They are mere appearances resulting from a wrong concept
and wrong action on the part of man. The work of the
spiritual minister is to teach the truth that sets free from the
delusions of the mortal and awakens men out of the nightmare of sickness and poverty and trouble. By ascribing
all power to God the divided state of mind which ascribes
some power to God and some to evil will no longer be as
an upper and nether millstone grinding men in pain and suffering.
The demonstrations of the law here given are extracts
from letters written to the Society of Silent Unity by men
and women who are getting good results from ascribing all
power to God.
Health
Los An%elts, Cat.—Both my husband and daughter-in-law are
very much belter. My husband is using hit leg and arm almost as
well as before he had the stroke of paralysis. My daughter-in-law
is belter than she has been for years.—Mrs. J. L. S.
DuBois, Pa.—I telegraphed you that my husband was ill and had
been since Monday suffering with pain in his kidneys. I wired on
Thursday, and on Friday afternoon he passed from his kidneys about
twenty-eight stones, or whatever they were—hard substances—and
instantly he was relieved. From that time to the present he has been
without pain and is fairly well.—Mrs. J. E. D.
St. Louis, Mo.—The

Holy Spirit in Unity through Jesus Christ

be blessed for the healing of L. E. of what her surgeon termed "canDigitized by V j O O S l C
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cer." Through her case Mr. B., a stranger, came to me surprised and
asked through what power it was done. He immediately reported to
Unity the case of his cousin, an elderly lady, who is also improving.
—A.E.
Dayton, Ohio.—When you were written to for me I was so very
ill the doctor said 1 could not live from Thursday until Sunday. I
began improving at once. No one could understand it, neither could
they understand why no abscess formed as they expected.—Mn. B. K.
Shandon, Cal.—Three years ago I wrote to you for treatments for
appendicitis. While writing the letter, I felt better, and in three days
the pain left me entirely and I have never had an attack since. Before writing I had suffered for six years, and the doctors told me I
would have to undergo an operation. But, thanks to God, I am healed.
—Mn. S. H. T.
Austin, Texas.—I want lo thank you for what you have done for
me. You have cured me of heart trouble, and I have been greatly
benefited spiritually by the tracts you sent, and also by UNITY—Mn.
M. E.
Lincoln, Nth.—About a month ago I wrote* asking you for treatments for my eyes. I did not mention al that time a bowel trouble that
had bothered me for months, because I was more concerned about my
eyes. However, I was relieved of that trouble as soon as you began
treatment, and my stomach and bowels have been perfectly normal
ever since. I am happier too; the unnatural feeling of depression thai
has been with me so constantly has passed away and 1 am very grateful.—L. A.
Sihtrton, Oreg.—My daughter writes thai my grandson whom
you were treating is better in every way. The attacks have almost
entirely stopped. It is a surprise to everyone, as it was thought that
if he did not die he would be a hopeless epileptic. He is once more
like himself, loving and sweet. We thank God for his recovery.—
l.H.
Washington, D. C.—It has been a wonderful demonstration to us
to see Mr. O. rise out of his illness as quickly as he has, because his
trouble has baffled the doctors for years—Mn. C. O.
Winnetka, III.—The lump on baby R.'s head is entirely gone.
Please discontinue treatments.—Mn. R. R. C.
Marion, Ini.—Of my two friends for whom I asked treatment,
J. G. continues to improve. The other, A. S., who was in the hospital waiting for an operation to be performed, recovered withoul the
operation, and is now working.—W. H. F.
Nen Albany, Ini.—Your treatments have been most effective.
The melancholy has gone and everyone notices the change in me. I
am confident, too, that the tuberculosis of the hip bone is cured, for all
the pain is gone and there is no external evidence of it.—M. F.
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Lot Angela, Cal.—You may discontinue treatments, at I am
healed. It would take volumes to express my gratitude to you who
have helped me to find the sleeping Christ within. He is awakened
and I shall watch and pray that I shall not be found wanting again.
I will know and express my real Self. Every day I realize that I
am going forward, gaining ground at it were, though trill in my infancy.—Mn. E. N.
Dayton, Ohio.—W. R., whom you treated for rupture, it well
and withe* me to write again and thank you.—M. R.
Cincinnati, Ohio.—I am happy to report to you of my great improvement and what the Father hat done for me. My back it so
much better since I learned not to resist the Spirit. When your letter
came I had almost given up all hope, for every one told me that 1
would have to have an operation performed and felt that it mutt be
done this week. After reading your letter the thought came to me
that I was resisting the Spirit, and I said to myself, "Why can't I let
go of this fear when the Father hat done to much for me?" I then
began affirming, "1 have faith in the Spirit, and 1 am free in the freedom of Spirit." All the pain left me then and there and I am getting
along splendidly.—Mn. W. S.
Net) York, N. Y.—My terrible trial it passing—gonc-and light
is dawning. Through the dark hours of unutterable fear and despair
the words you gave me were like the rope thrown out in the darkness
to a drowning creature, and I could but cling to them for my life. I
feel aa though 1 were just beginning to see, to know, and your precious
pamphlets and words of help and comfort are showing me new meaning* every day. I am learning, and in the silence hours much comet
to me—more than ever before. I know you have been speaking mighty
word* of Truth for me, and they are taking hold and showing me the
way.—C. M. B.
Pilttharg, Pa.—I am thankful to tell you that I am improving.
Two week* ago I was able to go out. I had not been out of the
house before for two' years and three months. I did not feel all excited or nervous over it, and can not tell when 1 felt so well as I did.
—H. C.
Providence, R. I.—W. J. S. for whom I asked treatments some
time ago, is now fully recovered and will not need further help. When
I first heard of hit case he had been taken to the hospital, and the
doctors were insisting on an operation within twenty-four hours. But
the light of Truth was not long in penetrating the darkness, and in
a few days he was back at his boarding place. I sent him your letter
with affirmations, and he writes me that about a week after receiving
it there came the old consciousness of distress and pain. For a moment he felt alarmed, and hit friends wanted to send for a doctor.
But instead, he tat down quietly, with your letter in hand, and re-
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peated the affirmations over and over. In a short time he was entirely free. I heard the other day that he has had some very busy
days at his work and is doing finely.—A. E. S.
Kansas Cilji, Mo.—I am so happy to tell you that my rheumatism
of six months standing is nearly gone, and the rupture is slowly closing and growing smaller.—H. A. B.
Denver, Col.—I know that you will rejoice with me, for I am
much better in every way than I have been for a very long time.
The case was complete nervous prostration and depletion, brought on
by a long siege of inflammatory rheumatism and kindred ills, besides
worry and fear. The greatest lesson I have learned is not to quarrel
with error, but try and meet it in the same frame of mind that I would
the most desirable condition. I find myself singing snatches of song,
whereas a year ago I was actually looking around corners for evil to
appear.—M. M. K.
Arthur, 111.—I am writing to thank you for your treatments for
F. E. and his cure of blood poison. I sent to you on Friday, and
immediately bis hand began to get better, and by Tuesday the soreness was entirely gone and he was able to leave 08 the bandages.—

/.£.
Boston, Mast.—I am happy to say that the rheumatism for which
you treated me is entirely gone and I am perfectly well.—H. E. H.
Minneapolis, Minn.—You will remember I wrote you some lime
ago to treat R. R. for blindness. H e is a young man 31 years of
age who suddenly went blind. The best specialists declared he would
never see again, but with your help and what little we could do (for
both my husband and myself have treated him to the best of our
knowledge), he has gradually gained his sight. The specialist declares it is the very first case he has ever seen clear up in his twentyfive years of experience, and he is so delighted with what he thinks
he has done that he is going to take Mr. R. before the state medical
board. Not only that, but their business has so increased that they
have had to add another doctor to their force. Many similar cases
have gone to them, but so far none have been healed. W e know what
has brought relief, and hope to bring them into this beautiful thought.
W e have never for a moment given up, but have done all we could,
and he is now able to go back to work.—Mrs. C. O.
Norfolk Donns, Mass.—I wish to thank you for your quick response to my telegram requesting treatments for my mother. She began to improve immediately.—L. M. B.
White Plains, N. Y.—To-day I had a demonstration that has
filled me with faith in the power of Spirit. I have been troubled with
car sickness for many years, and especially on trolley cars. Have
never found anything that could relieve me. I was on my way to
New York when, within a few minutes' ride from the city, I was
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taken with the terrible nausea, and cold perspiration stood out on my
forehead. I kept getting worse until the thought came to me, "Have
faith." I immediately said to myself, "I am not afraid. The fearless
power of the Spirit will help me. I am perfect, made in the image
of Cod. I am his child and he will protect me." I held these thoughts
and in a few minutes was all right, not a vestige of the terrible feeling
remaining. Neither was there a return of it on my trip back home.
—C. Y. Y.
S. PcaboJy, Mais.—I am gaining and am thankful for the improvement in my condition. For years I have been considered past
all human help, and have spent the greater part of my life in trying to
find something that would heal me. Everything failed until I tried
Divine healing.—E. P.
Toronto, Can.—I am improving steadily and I cannot tell you
how thankful I am for the true words spoken for me and mine. The
affirmation you sent me is beautiful and is helping me daily. The
children are perfectly well and I daily thank God for their healing.
I want to tell you of a demonstration that we think wonderful. My
wife had suffered intensely with what is known as broken down arches,
and was so crippled that she could scarcely walk across the floor.
She was entirely healed about three weeks ago without using a single
material remedy.—H. D. R.
BakcTificU, Cat.—It is late, but I must write and tell you how
overjoyed 1 am at P.'s progress. He heard in his right ear to-day—
the first time in years.—L. R.
Winnipeg, Man.—Little D. has been and is a marvel to our
friends. She is better in every way. The doctor saw her three days
ago, and he was astonished and pleased beyond words.—Mrs. K.
St. Louis, Mo.—I wrote you for treatments for rheumatism, and
although it was a stubborn case, I am entirely cured.—Mrs. N. E. J.
Tcxarliana, Texas.—Two or three days after I wrote you the
swelling began to leave my foot and it improved steadily. 1 can now
wear my shoe with perfect ease.—Mrs. E. E. B.
Columbus, InJ.—The sore throat, fever, etc., disappeared in my
child immediately after I wrote asking for help.—E. R. A.
lllrlci, Eng.—My eyes are much better. I can see more clearly.
—M. A. A.
Newport, R. I.—Peace and blessing and a heart full of gratitude have come to me through your help. My cure was miraculous.
—K. S.
Balrer, Oreg.—With a heart full of gratitude I am writing to
you. "It is well with my child." The severe pains that had been
torturing her body for two weeks when I wrote you, left her suddenly
soon after you began treating her.—L. C. B.
Cate, Ot)la.—I wrote some time ago asking treatment for con-
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itipatioD and catarrh. The constipation it cured and the catarrh is
very much better, for which we are deeply grateful.—W. S.
Delano, Cat.—J. T. began to improve immediately after I telegraphed you for treatments for him, and has continued to do so ever
since. —Mn. R. M. W.
Laguna, Ttxat.—The trouble for which you were treating me
has vanished. I feel better than 1 have for years.—M. J. C.
Chicago, 111.—Our dear mother, whom you have been treating,
is so much belter that we are almost too happy to think of anything
else. She eats better, looks better, and says she is better; what more
could there be} Maybe you will remember that your help was our
last hope, and we are just beginning to fully realize that it should
have been our first, instead. There is something good permeating our
home life that has never been fell before, and we know that you are
helping us in ways that we know not of.—/. M. C.
Seattle, Wash.—When I applied for help I was suffering with a
cold in my head and throat so that 1 could not sleep. The difficulty
left me like magic. I was surprised it left me so suddenly. Thai is
the power Jesus has in healing. If we pray believing, our prayers
are answered quickly.—R. A. S.
Chicago, III.—I must tell you of the wonderful results of your
treatment in the case of my brother for whom I asked treatments.
At the time I wrote he had been very ill for five weeks with malarial
fever, and it then developed into typhoid. The doctor said that he
would not be able to sit up for five or six weeks. After I wrote you,
the first few letters from his wife were not encouraging, but this morning a card came saying that he sal up yesterday. Isn't lhat wonder'
ful? In less than two weeks after you received my letter he u
sitting up.—D. L. F.
Savannah, Ca.—Your letter with its message of peace and comfort came yesterday, just al a time when I was in need of comfort.
How often this has been the case. Yes, my husband and baby are
both well. A few days after your treatments began the fever broke,
and in my little boy's case it seemed wonderful. Now when I ask
him how he feels he says, "I all belter. God make me better."—A. D.
Ashland, Oreg.—You may discontinue treatments for both myself and my husband. Since you began treating him he seems like a
different being. All is harmony. The healing and adjustment of my
body is going on beaulifully. It seems that I can feel your words.
They are as real to me as the brick and mortar would be in building
a house. My body is being renewed and I know I shall understand it
better later on.—A. D. K.
Hartford, Conn.—About a month ago I wrote asking your ministrations in behalf of my wife, who was afflicted with rheumatism and
was unable to get about except on crutches. She is much better; hat
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discarded the crutches and hat no difficulty in attending to her homehold duties. Truly the Spirit of good has accomplished a great work
in her behalf. Ai a demonstration of the love and faithfulness of
the Father to fulfill his promises, it is convincingly satisfactory. You
may discontinue treatments.—C. M. B.
Providence, R. I.—About two weeks ago I wrote asking for
treatments for indigestion. I received help almost immediately, and
am very much better.—/. H.
Svifto-mn, Mm.—I have improved beyond my fondest expectations. The knot in my left side is much smaller; the indigestion b
not so bad, and the sores on my legs and feet are better also. M. B.'s
eyes axe not well, but she can discern a light, which she has never
done before, and in consequence she is hopefully encouraged.—L.

M. C.
Los Angela, Cat—I take this opportunity to express my heartfelt gratitude for the benefit I have received from your treatments.
My health has improved. I feel that I have been healed of the headaches from which I suffered so terribly. I have improved spiritually.
My home b filled with peace and harmony and plenty, whereas before, there was continual discord. My two sons are converted and
have made a wonderful change in their attitude in regard to home
affairs. My daughter has changed greatly in disposition and in health.
1 have no words to express my thanks to God and to you.—/. £ . R.
San Francisco, Cat.—I am surprised at my health being so good,
and 1 am able to take food properly. I might mention that I have
been ill for years, owing originally to carbuncles and blood poisoning,
but 1 can say I am in perfect health. Since your letter to me, I have
been drawn to San Francisco, and I know that the prosperity treatment b doing its work. I give thanks to the Lord Jesus Christ for the
Spirit which b working in me.—F. C. R.
Philadelphia, Pa.—Cod has greatly blessed me spiritually since
I wrote to you, and I am in perfect peace. I thank and praise him
for the trial of my faith which has brought to me a clearer, fuller
realization of Truth. Jesus Christ has freed me from all that seemed
to prevent me from seeing the light and feeling his presence. I am
grateful for your help. My husband is doing so well, and b more
considerate than ever. We have just received the news that his dear
mother, too, b improving. Oh, my soul doth magnify the Lord who
has been our help in this trouble. I now know that I am a channel
through which God expresses himself, and there are no words to express what the knowledge means to me. So 1 say fervently every day,
"Behold the handmaiden of the Lord; be it unto me according to
thy word."—M. C. H.
Conlee City, Wath.—It b with praise and gratitude to Cod that
I write you these lines. My daughter M., for whom I asked treat-
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mentt, is very much improved in body and in mind. Her teacher
came to me and said, "M. is learning so fast! I never saw such a
change in a girl in my life. She walks much better too; I can't understand it." H e did not know that she was taking treatments from
you. I said, "Well, there is a reason for her improvement." Then
I told about you, and he is becoming interested too. 1 am much
better, and am improving just as fast as I can give expression to the
Spirit. There is a vast difference in my life now and what it was
before I knew of you. I have learned so much of God's way. W e
have been prospered too. W e had a furnished room that had been
vacant for nearly a year, and now it is rented for more than I asked
for it. I know we have nothing to fear.—M. F. McD.
Durham, Eng.—Since your letter came a week ago I have begun
to realize what you told me to affirm—"The kingdom if heaven is
within me." I see it now in a clearer light. Thank you so much for
opening my eyes to the light. Every letter and pamphlet you send
does indeed help. "God's Hand" is a revelation to me. I long, as
never before, to tell the glad tidings to others, to give to others with
my hand the blessings that have been given to me. It is as you say—
my blessings are with me now; and surely the greatest of these is to
know that the kingdom of heaven is within me. I praise God with all
my heart.—L. B.
Tacoma, Wash.—Since I wrote to you in regard to my little
boy I can see quite an improvement. H e is so strong and wants to
walk and seems so well in general health that I am very much encouraged. The prosperity treatment has done me good, too. When
I wrote to you 1 was out of work and very much discouraged. I
now have a good position with a promise of something better. M y
manager seems interested and anxious for my advancement.—C. C.
Livingston, Mont.—I write to thank you for what you have done
for me and mine. My little boy's eyes are perfectly well, and I do
not notice any drawing or nervousness about his neck any more. M y
husband, too, is wonderfully improved in his habits.—M. B.
Crafton, Mass.—I have made so much progress that you may
discontinue treatments. I do not feel like the same person that
wrote you for help last August. So many things have come about
recently that I have long wished for, that I could not understand this
unexpected turn of affairs until I received your last letter. Now I

know.—F. M. R.
Los Angeles, Cal.—1 received your letter and literature, which
I have been studying faithfully, and I know that it is helping me a
great deal. I begin to see things in a different light. The doctors
had told my husband that I did not have a single chance for recovery,
but I have done away with doctors and medicine, and am improving
every day.—/. C.
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Cambridge, Mas*.—Two weeks ago I sent yon a telegram requesting treatments. There was a marked improvement immediately.
San DUgo, Cal.—Several weeks ago I asked for treatment for
my mother, whose condition worried me greatly. I am glad to be
able to tell you that she was helped almost immediately.—C. A.
San Diego, Cal.—Words cannot tell you the relief and gratitude that has been mine since you treated my daughter. Here are her
words: "I've been busy, because I feel like work. I never felt better
in my life; in fact there is no uncomfortable feeling al all. I have
a sort of buoyant, happy feeling all the time. I love my work belter
than 1 ever did, and have a desire to have everything connected with
it in first class shape."—M. B.
IVoodhull, III.—My daughter is about well; all are amazed at
her wonderful recovery.—M. C. R.
Liverpool, Pa.—I am thankful to write and tell you thai my
little girl is healed of the whooping cough. One week ago it left
her suddenly. She seems more like herself, and ii beginning to recuperate. My friends marvel at the change.—Mrs. C. H, S.
Toptk^a, Kant.—I wrote to you a short time ago for treatments
for hay fever which has been entirely overcome.—S. H. D.

Freedom
El Monk, Cal.—It is now four months since 1 have tasted liquor,
or any kind of intoxicating drink. When I first appealed to you I
was on the verge of suicide. Life held no pleasure for me; but now
I am full of hope and am perfectly happy. Your prosperity treatments have worked wonders in my case. I was led to give up my old
ranch, and through the help of kind friends I am now located on a
beautiful productive piece of land.—C. C. B.
PiiUburg, Pa.—I thank God through your efforts I am now free
from drink, and have been for four weeks to-day. *I feel satisfied
there could be no other power. Neither drugs nor good resolutions
could have saved me, as I tried both.—A. H. C.
Slcuhemillc, Ohio.—I no longer smoke cigarettes; in fact, if I
attempt to do so 1 feel dizzy; neither have I any desire for liquor.
—R. P. B.
Colorado Spring*, Col.—My son is a new boy; he is completely
changed. I cannot thank you enough and God who through his Holy
Spirit has done these wonderful things. He has given up cigarettes,
and the things he once loved he now cares nothing for. He realizes
mat he has been healed, and his faith is beautiful. He teems to
have taken right hold of Unity teachings and is strong in them—£. C.
Litchfield, Minn.—You may discontinue the treatments for my
husband; he has not touched liquor for a long time.—Mr*. O. N. V.
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Fort Pierre, S. Dak.—My husband has not drank a drop sine*
your last letter was received, and that was more than a month ago.
His whole being seems to be changed and he looks at life from an
entirely different standpoint.—Mrt. N. A. D.
Seattle, Wash.—I wrote you some time ago to treat my husband
for rheumatism and the drink habit. I am glad to say that his sickness
responded from the first, and, praise God, he says that he is through
drinking, as he sees now how it has been hurting him all these years.
—E. C.
San Francisco, Cal.—Since writing to you in regard to my husband 1 have experienced great happiness at the effect of your treatments. He came home one morning, after being out all night, and
said, "1 feel so disgusted with myself 1 don't know what to do."
(This was just about the time you received my letter.) Since that
time he has stated repeatedly that he feels no desire to gamble or to
play pool, and that it is the first time in ten or twelve years that he
really had no desire. He has just begun to live the true life, and
through Unity I know that our future will be a happy one, and my
heart is full of gratitude.—Mr*. W. B. H.
Indianapolis, Ini.—I want to thank you for your assistance in
breaking off the stimulant habit. 1 do not desire even tea or coffee,
and can hardly believe it is true, for all my life 1 have drank both
in their strongest form.—T. F. H.
Worcetter, Matt.—I am so glad to tell you that Mr. B. is such
a changed man. He is receiving work and is so happy that he can
feel the power given him to resist temptation, and it is wonderful
when we consider the condition he was in. Indeed you would not
know him. He is so very happy, and he told me that he had written
you. Every one is speaking of the change. In so many ways I can
see God's hand lifting for me the burdens I have carried so long in
my business. In the past the struggle has been very great, but I know
that God will help me to stand, that I cannot fail. In so many little
ways that would have surprised me once I see his loving help.—M.
E.R.
Livingston, Mont.—Our little boy's eyes are entirely well. My
husband, too, is much better. He no longer has an appetite for intoxicants. I am very grateful.—M. B.

Prosperity
Hanford, Cal.—About the middle of October I wrote you asking
you to treat my husband for prosperity, as we were in financial straits
and did not know which way to turn. Ten days ago we had a wonderful demonstration. My husband made a sale of some property,
and his fee will be sufficient to meet the demands that await us on
the first. You do not know what a load it has lifted from our shoul-
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den, and we are truly thankful. I have had the faith to believe that
we would get out of our financial troubles, but couldn't seem to bring
it into evidence without your help.—Mr*. W. H. B.
Tacoma, IVaih.—I wrote to you some time ago, and before your
answer came the money for payments on mortgage was supplied and
everything truly looks bright and prosperous.—A. A. F.
Whiting, lo-ma.—I want to thank you for the help you have
given me, and not only me, but my whole family also. Since asking
for prosperity treatments everything seems to be working out so satisfactorily, so much better than I, in my ignorance, tried to plan, and
in a way that I had not even thought of.—D. P. B.
PilUficld, Mast.—My recital was a glorious success. People
call it luck; I call it the working of the Divine Law, with your kind
assistance. The way I was guided and prospered would read like a
fairy tale.—/. W.
Chicago, 111.—My husband said to a friend yesterday that
through UNITY he had found Christ, and had not been in want for
anything since, although for five months before he had not been able
to make even one dollar.—A. L.
Roialie, Fla.—Over two weeks ago I sent for a Prosperity Bank
and Wetfr/y Unit/. I began depositing dimes in the Bank, and my
condition, financially, changed for the better almost immediately.—
S. W. H.
Portland, Ortg.—Four days after I wrote asking for prosperity
treatments my husband found employment.—B. M.
Portland, Ortg.—Some time ago I wrote and asked for immediate
treatments for prosperity. We were in great need. Conditions have
cleared up wonderfully.—N. E.
San Francisco, Col.—Everything is looking unusually bright for
us. We are paying our debts one by one, and things have changed
so much since I wrote you for treatments two months ago. We are
just as happy as we can be. Praise God for his bountiful blessings.
I spoke the word for a friend of mine who, for many years, was
addicted to the use of liquor. He has not tasted a drop for four
months.—Mn. / . E. M.
Sacramento, Cat.—About two weeks after we asked for your
help we sold half of our ranch, and have fair promises of selling the
remainder in the near future. The party that bought it seem so happy
and contented. We know without a doubt that it was through your
help that we were able to sell, for we had tried for a number of months
before without success. We also have had a great spiritual uplift
that means more than all else. We are so happy and thankful for
all our blessings.—D. M. A.
LeadviUe, Col.—1 have been able to meet my taxes, and everything looks bright since I asked for prosperity treatments.—M. L.
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Christmas-tide has come and gone, but the spirit of
joy and gladness that filled all hearts still remains at Unity
Headquarters, brightening the lives of the workers as they
think of the many evidences of love and good will which
were showered upon them. Mr. and Mrs. Fillmore, their
associates upon the Editorial Staff, the members of the Silent
Unity force of workers, and even the business department,
were the recipients of so many loving remembrances that
they must take this way of acknowledging the gifts and
thanking the good friends who so kindly poured out their
blessings on Unity household. The cards bearing Christmas greetings and the packages were equally laden with
love and good wishes, and our hearts are swelling with
gratitude and praise because of the oneness of Spirit which
binds us all together, One with the Father.
M n M. M. Hunter-Jonet, who for the past two years has so
successfully conducted the Home of Truth at Ocean Park and at
Venice, California, sailed December 6th for Honolulu. Hawaii, where
she will open a "Center of Metaphysical Truth." Mrs. Hunter-Jones
will be accompanied by her two daughters and by the Rev. George
L. Weaver. Rev. Weaver has for many years taught the Esoteric
doctrines and was at the last associated with the Home of Truth at
Ocean Park. There is a wide field for the efforts of these good
teachers and healers in the territory of Hawaii, and there can be no
doubt of the results when the work is in the hands of these people.
Miss Mary E. Hawley, 5719 Madison Ave., Chicago, is holding
a series of Friday evening meetings at her home, which are proving
a help to all who attend. Miss Hawley's rooms seem to be the rallying place for a few earnest souls who are seeking the Truth, and
already the effects of real study with a desire to know the Truth is
being felt among the members of this informal clan. This may be
the opening of a larger work, and we declare the blessing of the
Spirit upon the class and the dear teacher.
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The Truth Center in Berkeley, Cal.. has a Bible Study Class
which is attended by a large number every Thursday morning from
10 to 11 o'clock. Mrs. Ella N. Verrinder of San Francisco is teacher,
and her leadership is fully appreciated by the students.
Truth meetings are held every Thursday evening in Webster
Grove. Mo., at 535 Tuxedo Blvd. Rev. Roberts, speaker; H. T.
Wiegel, assistant.
Anna Burgess and Mrs. Huck, of 3036 Washington Ave., St.
Louis, Mo., invite Unity friends, and all others interested in New
Thought principles, to communicate with them for the purpose of
arranging for informal meetings for the study of Truth.
The Life Power Society of Minneapolis, Minn., the new New
Thought Center of that city, has secured headquarters at 2200 Hennepin Ave-, and have named the building The Power House. C. A.
Billig, M. A., is president, Mrs. Anna H. Ray, vice-president. Mr.
Billig, who is a trained psychologist, holds meetings for the healing
of mind and body. Wednesday evenings an open meeting is held for
questions and discussions. Tuesday afternoons a class in Concentration is conducted by Mrs. Ray. Sunday morning services are held
in the auditorium of the Minneapolis School of Music, 42 South 6th
St. A Sunday school is also held at the Power House Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock. The expenses of the work are met by the voluntary love offerings of the Power people. Unity household unites in
declaring success to all these new societies which are springing up
over die land for the purpose of teaching Truth.
Six devoted women of Muncie, Ind., met and formed a "Unity
Metaphysical Society" which will recognize neither creed nor dogma,
but will seek to harmonize and unite the truths found in all religions.
The meetings are held at the homes of die members Tuesday afternoons, and we would suggest that UNITY subscribers and friends call
upon Mrs. L. A. Tuttle, 613 N. Elm St., for further information.
Mrs. Josephine Preston, for a long time connected with the College of Divine Science of Denver, Colo., has gone to Oklahoma City,
Olda., to take up the work which Judge and Mrs. Benson established
there and which they left to go to California, where they are engaged
in similar work.
The Unity Center of Springfield, Mass., reports successful meetings and much interest manifest. Mrs. Mary Margeson is in charge
and will be pleased to have Unity friends and subscribers in Springfield and vicinity attend these meetings which are held every Friday
evening at 3S9 Main St., Room 272.
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The Brooklyn New Thought Center, 76 Hanson Place, announces
meetings every Sunday and Tuesday at 3:30 p. m., and on Friday at
8:15 p. m. President, Mrs. F. E. Mason; vice-president, Mrs. L. H.
Letcher; resident healer, Mrs. Catherine Pierson.
The Society of Practical Christianity of Belleville, III., meets
the second and fourth Sunday mornings of each month at 8 North
Jackson St. Mr. Tomson of Omaha recently visited this Center and
delivered two lectures.
The Soul-Culture Club of Grand Rapids, Mich., holds regular
meetings Sunday evenings at 7:30 p. m., in the hall over 15-17 Canal
St., third floor. Mr. J. H. Carter, speaker.
The Unity Society of Practical Christianity of New York City
has been presented with a beautiful picture of the Christ, by Mrs. C.
M. Chadbourne of that city, who imported it for the Society. Mrs.
Chadbourne also gave the Society twenty copies of her new book,
"Man's Relation to the Invisible Forces," to be sold for the benefit of
the work.
The Fourth Study in High Mysticism, by Mrs. Emma Curtis
Hopkins, is now ready. Anyone desiring a copy may address Mrs.
Hopkins at the Hotel Seville, Madison Ave. and 29th St., New York
City. Price, $1.
The Metaphysical Magazine, which has been published in New
York City for a number of years, with Leander Edmund Whipple
as editor, and The Wise-Man, published by the same house, are
now combined under the title of Man. Under the new form the
magazine will be devoted to the study of man in all phases of his life
and from all points of view. The price is the same as before, $2.50
a year.
The people who read and enjoyed the original The Eternal
Progress magazine, written and published by Christian D. Larson,
will be glad to know that Mr. Larson is again publishing it. Los
Angeles, Cal., is the home of this magazine, and also of Efficiency,
also published by Mr. Larson.
There is a time in every man's education when he arrives at the
conviction that envy is ignorance; that imitation is suicide; that he
must take himself for better, for worse, as his portion; that though
the wide universe is full of good, DO kernel of nourishing corn can
come to him but through his toil bestowed on that plot of ground
which is given to him to till. The power which resides in him is new
in nature, and none but he who knows that is which he can do, nor
does he know until he has tried.—Emerson.
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To All Correspondents
W e have often explained to our readers that it is a great convenience to us to have communication! for the healing department
kept separate from those for the business department. Sometimes in
one letter there are orders for books and subscriptions, requests for
healing, inquiries about the Correspondence School, questions to be
answered, and a few other things, and one hardly knows where to
begin to straighten it all out. Now that the Silent Unity Society is
in a separate building, a little care on the part of our correspondents
in preparing their communications to us would be appreciated more
than ever. W e do not ask you to mail separate letters to all these
department*; mail for all should be addressed to Unity Building, 913
Tracy Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.; but if you will write to the various
departments on separate sheets of paper inclosed in one envelope,
giving your name and address in each case, we can sort them out when
they come, and past them around where they belong. There will then
be no confusion, and many delays will be avoided. W e thank our
friends in advance for their kind attention to this request.
W e are frequently in receipt of excellent articles, discussing the
many questions that are prominent in our doctrine, but which for
various reasons we do not publish. W e thank you all for the interest
you take in making plain these many vital questions. That we do not
publish your communications is no evidence that they lack merit. An
editor has many things to consider in choosing the matter for his publication, and has to use his best judgment in doing so. H e cannot
lake time to explain to each contributor the little points that enter into
his adverse decisions, so has to lump them all under the one head
"not. available."
Unity does not knowingly print the announcements of teachings
and healers who do not conform to the Jesus Christ doctrine. W e
are trying to keep our part of the work pure and clean, and will continue to do so to the very best of our ability. Those who are going
off into side issues may be following their highest leading, and we
have no word of condemnation for them or the methods they pursue,
but we cannot consistently recommend them through these pages as
disciples of Jesus Christ. W e find it necessary to be very definite
on this point in order to forestall the flood of miscellaneous advertising
matter which is regularly sent to us, and which we have to return.

Let Your Light Shine
T h e small beginning is not to be despised. If there is back of it
loving spirit of service, the work is not in vain. D o not wait for a
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large work, but begin where you are and help everybody you can into
the light of life of fpiritual undemanding. We are much pleased
with letters like the following, and should be glad to hear of a similar
work in many places.
Alameda, Cal.
We have started a reading class, meeting on the second and
fourth Tuesdays. We have a little music, and I read the Wrc^ly
Unit}) through; also read from other books. We have a silent healing
meeting and then go home rejoicing. There are seven of us, and we
meet at the borne of each in turn, and everybody is welcome. It U
such peace and happiness. God is certainly good to us.—A. H.
Ljioru, lo»a.
I called up all the people that I knew were reading UNITY, and
asked them if they wouldn't like to meet once a week with me every
Tuesday afternoon and evening. They all seemed pleased and promised to come, yet on the first Tuesday no one came. The next Tuesday one lady came in the afternoon, but no one in the evening. I
would not be discouraged. I said, "1 am here and Cod will bring his
people to me." Yesterday was Tuesday, and in the morning a lady
friend called up to know if 1 was holding the meetings I had spoken
of. She and her sister had always been very antagonistic to my
work. I told her "Yes." She said she was coming, and asked me
to treat her sister for tonsilitis. She came, and told me her sister was
very much better, and she was very much surprised. Three others
came in, and I took for my subject the eighth verse of the eighth
chapter of Matthew: "Speak the word only and my servant shall be
healed." Then I read from the W«fc/p Unity of July 5th, and also
Lesson Six in Mr. Fillmore's "Christian Healing." In the evening
two others came in. A gentleman came on Monday to inquire into
it and lo ask me to treat his wife. So 1 feel that I am being prospered in doing the Master's work. On Monday I said, "Dear Lord,
if I am worthy, send me thy work to do." Yesterday a mother
phoned for me to treat her babe, and to-day he is all right.—Mrs.
L. M. S.

"Life Demonstrated"
You have struck a high note and have sustained it with fine logic.
the whole evidencing clear insight into spiritual Law and Christian
Principle. The book is a distinct contribution to the New Age, and will
prove to be manna to them who have eyes to see and ears to hear and
will shake off the earth-drowse of the race and rise from telluric sleep
into the light and glory of a life with Christ in God.—Rexford Jcffcry>,
New York.
I am pleased to acknowledge the receipt of "Life Demonstrated.**
I have read it with a great deal of interest and profit, and agree with
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every word of it. Your book starts out with the possibility of a victory
over death, a subject on which I have treated fully in the fourth chapter of my book, and until I read your book, I had not found, among the
"Mental Science" writers, any, with the exception of Helen Wilmans,
who had dared to go so far at to assert all the claims that Christ made
for immortality in theflesh.—C.B. Fairchild, New York.
The above refers to "Life Demonstrated," by Edna L. Carter, a
new book jutt issued by the Unity Tract Society. In two bindings,
cloth with gold lettering, 75 cents; paper, 35 cents.

Lessons in New York City
A course of letotnt in Christian Irving and healing will be given
by Mrs. Sophia Van Marter at 305 Madison Ave., New York City,
beginning January 18, 1912. The subjects of these lessons are at
follows:
1. T h e Difference between the Personal and the Universal God
Idea."
2. "The Man Designed by Creative Mind."
3. "How to Attain Conscious Identity with Cod."
4. "Thought and Expression. Creative Power of Thought."
5. "The Vitalizing Power of Affirmation, and the Cleansing Power
of Denial."
6. "The Constructive and Destructive Power of the Spoken Word,"
7. "The Faculties of the Mind Symbolized by the Twelve Disciples
of Jesus."
8. T h e Emancipating Power of Faith."
9. "Imagination: Its Office and Importance."
10. T h e Right Relation between the Will and the Understanding
Necessary to Success."
11. "Some Laws of Concentration."
12. T h e Greatest Thing in the World, and How It It to Be
Attained."
The subjects for Mrs. Van Marter't regular weekly meeting! for
the month of January are at follows:
Jan. 8th—"How to Altain Freedom from Old Conditiont and Enter
into the New."
Jan. 15th—"The Dynamic Power of Joy."
Jan. 22d—"The Faith that Removes Mountains."
Ja». 29th—The Power of the Imagination."

A Few Words About Unity
Bellingham, IVtuh.—We read UNITY and Wttkly Unity, and it
that each time they come they bring just the message I am most
in need of. Often when I take UNITY in my hands I jutt have to sit
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still with it a while. It it tuch a link to the higher forces thai I can
feel the power flow through my whole being.—M. F.
Paris, France.—I can never tell you the comfort and help U N I T Y
hat been to me this summer.—S. B.
Cheyenne, Wyo.—I am more thankful than I can find words to
express that I have found Silent Unity and UNITY. Your letters and
the literature you send are a benediction to me.—A. M.
RoclrforJ, III.—I want to tell you of the profit and enjoyment w e
get out of UNITY. My health is much better and I thank God daily
for the good that has come and is to come into manifestation for us.
—A. G.
Maiden, Mast.—Unity literature has helped me wonderfully. I
know that 1 shall never again experience the discouragement and helplessness 1 ofttimes fell, now that I am realizing more and more the
Truth and the ever helpful presence of God within.—A. A .
East St. Louis, III.—On the night of the twenty-second of November I had been very ill and coughed so that I scarcely knew what to
do. I picked up my last number of UNITY, and was reading it. when
something seemed to tell me that 1 was not denying and affirming a*
I should. I went to work in hard earnest, and that night I had my
first night's rest in eight weeks. 1 continued to improve, and am now
well and free.—C. R.
Drain, Oreg.—For years I have tried to get nearer to God, but
have failed. Now, through UNITY'S teachings, I feel as though I had
found what and where God is.—B. L. N.
Indianapolis, Ind.—I just want lo tell you how well I am and
thai all my affairs are being brought in Divine Order. I am so thankful for UNITY, not only for the good it has done me, but for the good
it it doing mankind.—M. E. B.
Creenville, Mich.—I am much happier tince UNITY came into my
life. My disposition it altogether different, and I have lost my tendency lo worry.—F. D .

Silent Seventy
The Silent Seventy is still growing. Its members are spreading to
every country and clime, and wherever they go, there the Word of
Truth is spoken. Membership in this organization is open to any w h o
feel that they wish to help speak the Great Menage. The only obligation it an occasional report at to progress made. Members are sent
tracts and sample magazines, free of charge, by Unity Tract Society.
Any who cannot take an active part in the work, but wish to help it
along, may send good thoughts or financial aid to the great cause of
Spreading the Truth.
Address all communications to Secretary of the Silent Seventy,
915 Tracy Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
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The following are extracts from members' letters.
signed by their respective number in the Silent Seventy.

They are

Delia. Colo.—1 have received your good kind letter of instructions
to me, also the literature; thank you so much. I have distributed some
and they are so glad to have it. Oh I 1 love the work and shall do
more just as fast as I have time from my home duties. 1 thank God for
letting me know Truth and work for him.—L 43.
Alexia, III.—I have always been impressed with the great good
you are doing, but since I have joined the Silent Seventy 1 have had
more good, more harmony, more real peace of mind and body than ever
before in my life.—L 29.
Memphis, Tenn.—How 1 adore Him and thank him and bless him
that he hath chosen me to be a worker in his vineyard and revealed
onto me my mission through Unity and its holy band of workers. How
my heart swells with love and my soul melts into joy as I see myself
marching in the long line of workers in the army of the Lord, and I
want to b e a captain and wear my King's colors above my heart.—
G31.
BBC^S, Eng.—1 have been able to help so many people with the
tracts and books you have sent me to distribute. Several now take the
magazine regularly and tell me they have been so very greatly helped
in many ways.—D 45.

Appreciation of Correspondence School Lessons
Ellfo. Nev.—The second lesson is received and I wish to express
my unbounded admiration for its true spiritual attitude. 1 study it
with increasing fascination.—Mrs. E. E. D .
Elizabeth, N. J.—I am returning Lesson Six. I am very grateful
for the help contained in it. It is rich in spiritual Truth, and has
opened up to me the meaning of "The Word" as I never before understood it. My former conception was very vague and meaningless.
All these years 1 have been building upon the sand, but in the light
of this new understanding one can build to all eternity.—C. B. C.
Logan, Utah.—I cannot express my gratefulness to the Unity Society for this course of instruction, which has enriched me spiritually,
and given me the real things of life.—A. B.
Hutchinson, Kant.—I have appreciated this lesson very much. It
is just what I have been long seeking.—W. M. S.
Washington, D. C.—Through the study of Lesson One 1 have
been much helped, and my consciousness has been awakened as to my
true being, it is a very interesting study and unfoldment to me, as
I feel it must be to all that are earnestly seeking the Light and Truth.
— A . E. C.
London, Eng.—I am returning the first lesson which I have read
over and over, and each time seemed to find in it more than I found
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before. What I have realized perhaps the deepest is the explanation
of God's Ideas as our inheritance. This seems to be a grand thought.
Though I have been long wandering around in these new thoughts, I
never seemed to be able to make practical use of them. I feel now
that 1 have something really to hold on to, and I only regret that I
have wasted so much precious time in useless places.—A. F. C. E.
Melbourne, Victoria, Amiralia.—I am returning herewith my
version of Lesson Two. It has helped me greatly to a clearer understanding of me Christ within, and oneness with the Father. I have had
deep enjoyment in the study of it.—A. H.
Call, Onl., Canada.—I am sending you Lesson Four. I have
been greatly blessed in the study of it. God has revealed himself to
me as never before. It is with reverence, wonder, and a feeling of
great gratitude that 1 realize what 1 really am in God's sight; what
the finished work of Christ means to us; what a beautiful gift life is
to us. Ohl die joy of learning what true life is.—J. M. A.
Crichton, Ala.—Your philosophy looks good to me and it is my
desire to know the Truth, and I think that I have already laid hold on
a great deal of it as a result of having studied your first lesson. Each
reading seems to bring forth some new truth, not thought of before.
I fully enjoy the study.—J. H.
Washington, D. C.—I have studied the first lesson thoughtfully
and prayerfully, and many new thoughts and ideas have opened up to
me concerning the true character of God. True, we all have our ideas
about God; to me, sometimes, he is "nearer than hands or feet," then
sometimes he seems so far away, and I feel as though I can never
find him again. But the lesson has taught me to realize his omnipresence. I am thankful for the light you have given me and trust to the
Spirit of Truth to quicken me. While studying the lesson, I asked for
light on die 16th verse in the chapter of John referred to in the lesson.
I happened (?) to pick up the June number of UNITY, and there I
found the verse explained in "Questions and Answers." So the
Spirit leads us to find just what we are seeking. With your lesson
comes so much inspiration to me that I am filled with the most beautiful thoughts.—A. E. C.
Portland. Oreg.
I get your UNITY regularly, and enjoy reading it more than any
publication I have ever read. I can scarcely keep a copy long enough
to read it, as there is always one or more articles that some friend
in distress particularly needs, and I give the copy away to some needy
one at the earliest possible moment.
E. F .
Par*, N. Y.
The Vegetarian Number of UNITY receives many words of commendation. Next Sunday the pastor of the Universalis! Church, with
whom I live, will speak on Vegetarianism.
M. L. B .
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